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“AS YOU LEAVE THESE HALLOWED HALLS, REMEMBER THAT AS MAVERICKS WE STRIVE FOR WHAT OTHERS MAY CONSIDER IMPOSSIBLE. SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND REACH FOR THE STARS. NEVER BE SCARED OF STRETCHING BEYOND YOUR BOUNDS—YOUR ABILITIES ARE CONSTRAINED ONLY BY THE LIMITS YOU SET FOR YOURSELF.”

—UTA President Vistasp M. Karbhari
## College of Education

### The University of Texas at Arlington Commencement Ceremony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prelude</td>
<td>UTA Jazz Orchestra&lt;br&gt;Conducted by Tim Ishii, Director of Jazz Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Academic Procession</td>
<td>Degree Candidates, Faculty, and Platform Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Marshal</td>
<td>Lisa Nagy&lt;br&gt;Interim Vice President for Student Affairs, UTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance of the National Colors</td>
<td>UTA Army ROTC Color Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call to Order</td>
<td>Dr. Ronald L. Elsenbaumer&lt;br&gt;Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, UTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Anthem</td>
<td>UTA Jazz Orchestra&lt;br&gt;Michael Daugherty, Vocals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome and Introductions</td>
<td>Dr. Teresa Taber-Doughty&lt;br&gt;Dean, College of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker Introduction</td>
<td>Dr. Morteza G. Khaledi&lt;br&gt;Dean, College of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commencement Address</td>
<td>Ignacio T. Nuñez, M.D. ('75 B.S., Biology)&lt;br&gt;Owner/Physician, Family Health Care Associates&lt;br&gt;Chair, College of Science Advisory Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Presentation and Recognition of Candidates

- **Hooding of Education Doctoral Degree Candidates**: Dr. Doughty
- **Hooding of Science Doctoral Degree Candidates**: Dr. Khaledi
- **Education Master’s Degree Candidates**: Dr. Doughty
- **Science Master’s Degree Candidates**: Dr. Khaledi
- **Education Baccalaureate Degree Candidates**: Dr. Doughty
- **Science Baccalaureate Degree Candidates**: Dr. Khaledi

### Announcer

- Dr. Brian Brown<br>Executive Director for Data Management and Information Technology, College of Education
  - Dr. Timothy L. Henry<br>Assistant Dean, Honors College

### Alma Mater

- UTA Jazz Orchestra<br>Michael Daugherty, Vocals

### Conferral of Degrees

- Dr. Vistasp M. Karbhari<br>President, UTA

### Closing Remarks

- Dr. Khaledi

### The Academic Recession

- Platform Party, Faculty, and Graduates<br>Music by UTA Jazz Orchestra

---

*The audience will please remain seated for the procession and recession.*
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CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN URBAN PLANNING AND PUBLIC POLICY

Saad Mohammed A. Alquhtani
M.S., King Saud University, 2009
B.A., King Saud University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Socioeconomic and Spatial Impacts of Rail Transit Stations on the Surrounding Areas in Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area
Supervising Professor: Ardeshir Anjomani

Mohamed Abdelrahman Breima
M.C.R.P., UT Arlington, 2006
B.S., University of Khartoum, 2000
Dissertation Title: The Cultural Dividend: Exploring the Cultural Industries as a Source for Local Economic Development
Supervising Professor: Rod Hissong

Victor U. Ibewuike
M.P.A., UT Dallas, 1996
M.C.R.P., UT Arlington, 1990
B.S., Alabama A&M University, 1985
Dissertation Title: Improving Public Transit Services: Does Collaborative Transit Service Among Public Transit Providers Make Them More Efficient?
Supervising Professor: Rod Hissong

Ayeh Sajjadieh Khajouei
M.S., Islamic Azad University, 2009
B.S., Sheikhbahaee University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Urban Form and Social Sustainability in Neighborhood Level
Supervising Professor: Rod Hissong

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PUBLIC AND URBAN ADMINISTRATION

Victoria Cartwright
M.B.A., Walden University, 2006
B.B.A., Texas Wesleyan University, 2004
Dissertation Title: Policy Entrepreneurs, Narratives, and Policy Change
Supervising Professor: Enid Arvidson

Degree Conferred Dec. 17, 2016

Joseph Samuel Portugal
M.A., UT Arlington, 1979
B.A., UT Arlington, 1977
Dissertation Title: Friction of Space: The Assignment of Activities to Urban Areas
Supervising Professor: Rod Hissong

Master’s Degrees

Department of Planning and Landscape Architecture

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Corey Malcom Brooks
Bilal Caliskan
Colby Christopher Collins
Robyn Lucille Curts
Leonnelle D’Souza
Kristiina M. Heredia
Bryan Isham
Lindsay Jackson
Athena Seaton
Danielle Le Ann Stellrecht
Amanda Emily Van Wermeskerken

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Sherry Lynn Fabricant
Kerry Anne Gray Harrison
Jamie Chism Leonie
Chad Paulson

Department of Public Affairs

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC POLICY

DeLorean S. Wilkinson-McGee

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Daniel Garrett Antwiler
Floyd Calvin Burton
Eric Brian Clay
Jason Cockerham
Danelle L. Conley
Derek Gene Edwards
Shawna Nicole Fields
Sasha Greene
Mellita Danielle Hayes
Andrew J. Malkowski
Lindsay Matthews
Kelly Elizabeth McWilliams
Jessica Lee Mock

Julius Henry Moss
Rachelle Deanne O’Neil
Onochie Onyebgule
Annette Luevano Porterfield
Rachel Marc Reis
Dannie C. Smith
Amanda Michele Valdez
Whitney Diane Vandiver
Hillery Ann White

School of Architecture

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Sergio Rene Alvarado
Alaa Alzaitoun
Halima Arevalo
Joseph S. Boring
Joshua Ryan Brown
Jason Michael Butsko
Daniela Cantu
Carlos Curting
Ikram Eloulalid
Efren Isaac Estrada
David Pacheco Garcia
Glenn Eric Grant
Julia Frances Green
Heather Ericka Harris
Elvie Ibarra
Benjamin Cody Jay
Christopher Laskoski
Ricardo N. Marin
Jordan Ashley Moses
Thuy Thanh Nguyen
Nicholas Theodore Oliver
Cesar Paulin
Daniel Phillip
Roja Rastegar
Ana Isabel Reyes
Andres M. Reyna Lipchak
Garrett Steven Rodriguez

Baccalaureate Degrees

School of Architecture

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

Luis Octavio Aguirre
Mujtaba Ahmad
Collin Wesley Anderson
Justin Lee Ashby (C)
Ernesto Baldneras
Sandia Benitez

Candidates’ official statuses will be determined by final semester grades.
Alexander Dennis Bowman  
Braison Alexander Boykin  
Jennifer Callejas  
Kelly Camargo  
Desy Cristina Carrasco  
Jesus Cortes  
Gurleen Kaur Deol  
Robert T. Driskill  
Tajiri B. Fernandez (M)  
Marcus H. Finneburgh  
Adam G. Fogel (S)*  
Antonio Miguel Molina Bendeck (C)  
Tania Carolina Lecona  
Tajiri B. Fernandez (M)  
Jesse Rhodes  
Jenny Mariel Ordonez  
Justin Nguyen Thairintr  
Jose Roberto Oviedo  
Jordan Chance Milner  
Christian James Gentry (C)  
Prarthan Kartik Shah (S)  
Fernando Jaramillo  
Edlyn S. Laco (C)  
Thomas Heake (C)  
Elio E. Mendez-Gonzalez  
Freddy Jove (C)  
Erik Estuardo Guerrero (C)  
Robert T. Driskill  
Ugur Ilgar Tan (S)  
Omar Soto  
Daniel Lamar Williams  
Stephanie J. Sortana-Gatica (M)  

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Marwan Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Shammari  
B.S., Yarmouk University, 2005  
Dissertation Title: CEO Narcissism, Prior Experience, Board Prior Experience, and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): An Integrated Framework Using Upper-Echelons Theory, Stakeholders’ Theory, and a Decomposed Measure of CSR  
Supervising Professor: Ann McFadyen

Yoonah Noh  
Antonio Miguel Molina Bendeck (C)  
Adam G. Fogel (S)*  
Alexander Dennis Bowman  
Afnan Ghassan Dahduli (C)  
Angela Monge (C)  
Ana-Sofia Gonzalez  
Tania Carolina Lecona  
Tajiri B. Fernandez (M)  
Jesse Rhodes  
Jenny Mariel Ordonez  
Justin Nguyen Thairintr  
Jose Roberto Oviedo  
Jordan Chance Milner  
Christian James Gentry (C)  
Prarthan Kartik Shah (S)  
Fernando Jaramillo  
Edlyn S. Laco (C)  
Thomas Heake (C)  
Elio E. Mendez-Gonzalez  
Freddy Jove (C)  
Erik Estuardo Guerrero (C)  
Robert T. Driskill  
Ugur Ilgar Tan (S)  
Omar Soto  
Daniel Lamar Williams  
Stephanie J. Sortana-Gatica (M)  

Samar Mohamed Mansour Ashour  
M.B.A., Tanta University, 2010  
B.B.A., Tanta University, 2003  
Dissertation Title: Cognitive Biases, Style Investing, and Stock Return Predictability  
Supervising Professor: Qing Hao

Kriti Chauhan  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2009  
B.E., University of Mumbai, 2006  
Dissertation Title: Social Media Use at Work  
Supervising Professor: Sridhar Nerur

Yashar Dehdashti  
M.S., UT Dallas, 2014  
B.M.A., Sharid University of Technology, 2011  
B.S., Islamic Azad University, 2005  
Dissertation Title: Essays on Donation and Helping Behavior  
Supervising Professor: Lawrence Chonko

Adam Harper  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Essays on Leverage, Informed Trading, and Option-Implied Information  
Supervising Professor: Salil Sarkar

Eddie Edet Inyang  
M.B.A., California State University—Dominquez Hills, 1999  
B.S., University of Phoenix, 1997  
Dissertation Title: Three Essays on the Role of Sales Strategy in Salesperson Performance  
Supervising Professor: Fernando Jaramillo

Omar Saadallah Itani  
M.B.A., Lebanese American University, 2012  
B.S., Lebanese American University, 2009  
Supervising Professors: Lawrence Chonko, Fernando Jaramillo

Cheryl K. McIntosh  
M.B.A., UT Dallas, 2011  
B.A., Brigham Young University–Hawai`i, 1995  
Dissertation Title: The Bounds of Occupational Choice: How Race, Generation, and Socioeconomic Status Intersect on the Career Path  
Supervising Professors: Myrtle Bell, George Benson

Jeremy Grant Morgan  
M.B.A., University of Missouri–Kansas City, 2011  
B.A., Rhodes College, 2003  
Dissertation Title: How We Choose: Maximizers, Satisfiers, and the Problem of More  
Supervising Professor: Adwait Khare

Bonnie Quillin  
M.B.A., Syracuse University, 2001  
B.B.A., Tarleton State University, 1989  
Supervising Professor: Terrance Skantz

Ryan Patrick Terry  
M.B.A., Fort Hays State University, 2011  
B.B.A., Fort Hays State University, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Stellar Observations: Star Employee Productivity, Compensation, and Reputation  
Supervising Professor: Jeffrey E. McGee

Trang T. Thai  
M.A., University of Leeds, 2005  
B.S., Banking Academy of Vietnam, 2002  
Dissertation Title: Essays on Product Market Dynamics and Corporate Cash Holdings Across Countries  
Supervising Professor: Sanjiv Sabherwal

Jinsuk Yang  
M.B.A., Morehead State University, 2008  
B.B.A., Morehead State University, 2006  
Dissertation Title: Institutional Investors and Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions  
Supervising Professor: Qing Hao

Master’s Degrees

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jia Cao  
Cheng Cheng  
Yonghu Dou  
Jianzhong Fan  
Ruitong Guo  
Jia Cao  
Cheng Cheng  
Yonghu Dou  
Jianzhong Fan  
Ruitong Guo  
Li He  
Xinyun He  
Xiping Jiang  
Pinhua Li  
Yanjing Li  
Wei Liang
Chenxi Liu  
Dan Liu  
Xiwei Liu  
Zhi Qu  
Juntao Qu  
Chunshan Tian  
Hua Wang  
Liang Wei  
Yong Yang  
Tao Ye  
Hajun Zhang  
Xin Zhang  
Yuanpeng Zhang  
Li Zhu  

Sudeepti Adda  
Anas Ahmed  
Sameh A. Al-Alami  
Ahmed Farzan Anik  
Bryan Robert Ball  
Matthew Wayne Barrington  
Brandon Joe Benehel  
Rikki L. Benefiel  
Suzanne E. Box  
Nancy Brelo  
Jing Shiuang Chan  
Andrew Charles  
Oscar A. Compean  
Wade Edward Courtaux  
Heather Sherrie Dunn  
Lorenzo N. Garibaldi  
Umama Salmon Ghouri  
Mark Christopher Gibson  
Ladan Farrokhi Gozarchi  
Kalyn Taylor Hahne  
Veronica Aracely Hernandez  
Chelsey Mae Homan  
Harrison Thomas Hood  
Kai An Hsieh  
Eniola Olumuyiwa Iwanelun  
Jackie Annette Lannom  
Tianyi Li  
Tze Hsuan Lin  
Louis V. McElroy II  
Megan M. McGhee  
Sqi Mei  
Johnny N. Messimer  
Luis E. Mora  
Kristy Mong Diem Nguyen  
Nhat Minh Nguyen  
Phuong D. Nguyen  
Mohammed Musa Nour  
Jyoti K. Parekh  
Fred Ramon Porta  
Aaron Mitchell Proctor  
Jithendranath Rabindranath  
Maryam Afify Salehzada  
Neiny Sarmiento  
Mark Christopher Shafer  
Joshua R. Shelle  

Parmis Shooshartzi Zadeh  
Antonio Reid Singleton  
Nicholas Austin Spurgeon  
Corey L. Stanberry  
Tu Vo Thanh Truong  
Zhiyi Wu  
Yidan Zhang  
Shixiang Zhu  
Crystal Naomi Zuniga  

MAGNET OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH  
CARE ADMINISTRATION  
Hui-Te Chang  
Chidimma Stephanie Eze  
Nicole Ann Garcia  
Emily Miranda Johnson  
Katherine Frances Juroch  
Karthikeyan Naidu  
Manal A. Qminacci  
Vijay N. Thakkar  
Judy Thornton  
Derek Scott Trabon  

Department of Accounting  
MASTRE OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING  
Joshua Lee Bigham  
Georgia Leigh Keeper  
Jinglei Li  
Huong Thi Nguyen  
Samuel Clayton Richardson  
Ji Wang  
Xin Wang  
Boyang Zou  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING  
Amani Mohammad A. Almajed  
Caleb Scott Aytes  
Filip Cicric  
Thomas Clayton  
Jessica Elizabeth Cowan  
Danish Dawood  
Dailah M. Hamdan  
Sihame Hamdane  
Charles Todd Heldridge  
Hoa Kim Huynh  
Gregory Scott Lingle Jr.  
Thinh Pham Huu Nguyen  
Robert J. Rodriguez  
Cheryl Ann Ruzicka  
Jeremy Daniel Smeltz  
Mason W. Stockton  
Melissa Maria Tran  
Gabriel G. Tratta  
Cynthia Vargas  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION  
Robert Joseph Gill  

Department of Economics  
MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS  
Lauren E. Jackson  
Andreas Kraft  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
ECONOMICS DATA ANALYTICS  
Sercan Kucukosman  
Gulseren Ozay  
Jordan Wade Prothro  
Juncheng Yang  

Department of Finance  
and Real Estate  
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
QUANTITATIVE FINANCE  
Ishani Paresh Joshi  
Tung Thanh Mai  
Sameer Chand rash Sarhe  
Jason Michael-Glen Warnstaaff  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REAL ESTATE  
Brandon Paul Murphee  

Department of Information Systems and Operations Management  
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
BUSINESS ANALYTICS  
Ramasundari Baalakrishnan  
Gajanan Laxmanrao Ganji  
Chau Thi Hong Pham  
Zhe Sun  
Chetha Varwani  
Mayur Kantilal Vira  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
INFORMATION SYSTEMS  
Shruti Agrawal  
Danielle Nicole Begley  
Gopala Krishna Reddy Boda  
Thraru Boddu  
Sainee Borah  
Harshnil Chawda  
Hardeep Singh Chawla  
Rampopal Chennuru  
Nikita Shripad Dhawle  
Pranathi Rao Donthini  
Prateek Dua  
Rahul Pradeep Gorantyal  
Andrew Gerald Goss  
Sandeep Harpanahalli  
Bilal Husain  
Bhargavi Jagannathan  
Venkata Sai Tejaswi Janapari  
Rishabh Sandeep Jhaveri  
Essenam Kheops Kakpo  

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude
Baccaulaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (FRENCH)  
Vonace Creswell McDermett  
Krystal Loya Aragonez (C)  
Kelly Martinez  
Eric Wayne Phillips  
Grace Jennifer Winslow (M)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (GERMAN)  
Matthew B. Buckingham  
Ramiro Cazares (M)  
Edward F. Paz  
Christian Joe Segovia

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (RUSSIAN)  
Nigel Arielle Larue

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (SPANISH)  
Ever Mauricio Alfaro  
Jorge Alain Bilbao  
Nancy Cabrera  
Maria Campos  
Jocelyn Chavez  
Luz Crystal Esparza  
Stephanie Galindo  
Astrid Maria Gehre Boettner (M)  
Caroline Elizabeth Gray  
Brandon Dean Johnson†  
Ricardo Jose Lucien Magual  
Adriana Martinez  
Maria Rodriguez

Department of Accounting

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ACCOUNTING  
Julieta Nizerth Adame  
Thair Saad Alabaidi  
Shivam Arora (S)*  
(Bachelor in Finance)  
Bhavani Baniya  
Charles W. Barnard  
Dilon V. Bhakta (M)  
Nishat Naikal Bhuiyan  
Adolfo Cantu  
Mayra O. Canul  
Jose Cervantes  
Leon F. Chavez  
Kai Chen (C)  
(Bachelor in Finance)  
Filip Cric (M)

Hope Allyson Clark (S)*  
Toan H. Dang  
Marisa Datko (M)  
(Second major in Finance)  
Pa Allaan Darramne  
Yadira Flores  
Magui Galvan  
Daniel L. Garza  
(Second major in Finance)  
Mareo A. Gonzalez  
(Second major in Finance)  
Jessica Michelle Hillard (M)  
Tha Dang Hnem  
Thao Ngoc Ho  
Dao Ngoc Huynh  
Afshet Ochuwa Jimoh (M)†  
Sarah Louise Journay  
Moiz Khalid  
Kairlyn Elizabeth Lightfoot  
Alberto Manificio  
Steven Joseph Mathai  
Hamza A. Memon (C)  
Anh Hai Nguyen  
Camthuy Nguyen (M)  
Chi D. Nguyen  
Ha Nhat Nguyen  
Mackenzie Nguyen  
Theresa Xuan Huong Nguyen  
Thinh Pham Hau Nguyen  
Tuan Anh Nguyen (S)  
Orlando Pecina  
Jennifer R. Phol  
Cecilia Puga (C)  
Zunubia Zeenat Qureshi (C)  
(Second major in Finance)  
Samir Mashhour Rahhal  
Zachary M. Rowen  
Ysenia Santos  
George Anibar Sorto (M)  
(Second major in Finance)  
Mason W. Stockton (C)  
Anthony A. Stonum  
Cecilia Suchil (M)  
Yaseen Suleman  
Lauren Tesmer (C)  
(Second major in Finance)  
Adolfo Alberto Torres  
Ricardo Torres  
Melissa Maria Tran (M)  
Rebekah VanDijk (M)  
Kier Yo  
Matthew Joel Watabe (C)  
Miranda S. Watkins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING  
Paul Anderson  
Paula Alicia Burkhart  
Ethan Daniel Chavez Serna  
Carolyn Marie Cotton  
Luqman A. Danawala (C)  
Raul De La Paz  
James Kevin Durveya (M)  
Reema Esmael (M)  
John Allen Filesi (C)  
Michael Scott Gibson (M)
Robert Joseph Gill (C)
Amanda Sue Hillary
James Luke Horton
Angela Johnson
Dayna Keith (M)
Kenneth Loh (M)†
Peter James Mauldin
Adriana Pugay
Kenneth William Russell
Emanuel Sanchez
Paul Anthony Vela
Courtney Lynn Whitten (M)
Sydney Vonai Young
Anum Zafarullah (S)†

Department of Economics

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS
Mario Sanchez (C)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (ECONOMICS CONCENTRATION)
Eyad Alkurd
Jacob D. Alvarado
Imtiaj H. Chowdhury
(Second major in Finance)
Christine Katharine Clay (C)
Daniel J. Cunningham
(Second major in Finance)
Jad I. Daouk (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Thomas Jesse Harrod
Job Ragira
Cale A. Wallace
Thomas R. Wilson
(Second major in Finance)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Joseph V. Bradley
Bristol Scott Delancy
Ryan Edward Gearld
Evadean Elizabeth Grant†
William Hamberlin
Rodolfo Hernandez
Jeffrey A. Jarrett
Raymond Kaples (C)
Nusrat Fatima Khan (M)
Hannah Klopper
Eric Lobalbo
Derrick Bo-Ming Ma
Mark Mansour
Mayra Martinez
Julius Juwan McPherson
Argwings Akalaha OBoneyo
Dylan Shane Rucker
Neran Hiranya Sooriyabandara
Julie A. Torres
Alec R. Villa
Alexander Isaiah Villanueva
Madison Wingrove (C)

Department of Finance
and Real Estate

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (FINANCE CONCENTRATION)
Waseen Adel Abbas
Hugo Adamu
Christian Avila
Jacob Ayres†
Kristina Raquel Azcona
Rajdeep Bains
William T. Bible
Rachael L. Bonney (C)
Daniela Izuel Briceno
Jacob R. Caswell
Jose Cervantes
Shairu Chantel Chairez
Amir Ali Charaniya
Adam Matthew Charles
Simranjit S. Chatha
Tony Marcus Clark
Christine Katharine Clay (C)
Edward Earl Clements
Kenzi Dao
Danny Imad Daouk
Anna M. De La Hoya
Emilio Diz Lopez
(Second major in Economics)
Nam Dai Dinh
(Second major in Economics)
Peter Dong
Kiyana L. Duplantier†
Nathan J. Engstrom (S)
Rachel Fallin
Juan Franco
Michael A. Ghalibaf
Devon Dewayne Gibson
Adam S. Gutierrez
David Hansen
(Second major in Economics)
Thomas Jesse Harrod
Thomas Jackson Hillman
Bilal Ismail (C)
Alexis Jackson
Jazmin Jimenez
Littin Jomon
Humberto Alejandro Juarez
Kobyn S. Kent
Mohammad Khraishi
Jacob Kidd
Fetra D. Lay
Jordan E. Lodics
Richard George Lucas
Marina Lyashkova (C)†
Obed Antonio Marquez Garcia
Kierra Denise Martin
Brenda Martinez
Edgar J. Martinez
Harsh Dharmesh Mehta
Austin Blaine Meter

Hayley Moore
Stevie Alana Moreno
Drew Robert Movrey (S)
(Second major in Economics)
Bao Nguyen
Phuc Dinh Nguyen (C)
Thuy Trang Thi Nguyen
(Second major in Accounting)
Tuan Anh Nguyen (S)
Rachel Evette Parker
Ankit A. Parmar
Jordan Pasayan
Punit Yogesh Patel
Nicholas Austin Paterson
Gregory Thomas Peterson
Quynh Nhu Thi Pham
Shayan Ali Qayum
Gonzalo Quiroz
Joshua Phillip Radcliff (M)†
Job Ragira
Kayla Faye Rangel
(Second major in Economics)
Elizabeth Soto
John Franklin Stuckeman
Ngun Ting
Oanh Lan Tran (S)
(Second major in Accounting)
Seydou Tiecoura Traore (C)
(Second major in Economics)
Eugene Tseung
Anthony Boon Tunprasert
Juan Daniel Vasquez
Julia A. Watson
Christopher A. White
Jose Emilianio Zamora
Mairah N. Zielke

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (REAL ESTATE CONCENTRATION)
Adekunle Oyedele Awoniyi
Danny Imad Daouk
Justin Nathaniel Duncan
John M. McGee (S)†
James Steven Stratton (M)

______________________________
†Honors College
‡Goolsby Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(S) Summa Cum Laude
Department of Information Systems and Operations Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONCENTRATION)

Mira Acharya (C)
Alan Kehinde Akinyemi
Danne Chau
Chase Epperson
Arturo Ivan Escamilla
Shreya Ghimire
Ameen Abdelaziz Hannun
Ryan A. Herrin
Jared Ray Hindman
Mohammad Amin Hussain
Taimur A. Khwaja
Shoeb Mohammed
Aaron Minh Nguyen (C)
Viet T. Nguyen
Ruy Mbogo Njoroge
Tony Njoroge
Sandra Janet Rico (C)
Purni M. Sapkota
Jason Alan Sweats
Innu Thapa
Hoang Vu
Jeremy A. Williams

Crayden Goh
Neha Gurung (C)
Ryan Headley
Donovan A. Islas-Castillo
Chase A. Jenkins
Erin Jones
Isha Karkee
Liza Imriiyaz Khoja
Jorge Lopez
Austin Templeton Miller
John Thomas Miller
Ann Nguyen
Jake Taylor Occur (S)
Yana Parakhovnik
Neha Rana
Benjamin M. Sailors
Caleb Andrew Stelzer
Calvin Su
Connor Steven Torrealba (S)
Richard Hung Tran
Kenneth Tung
Colton M. Ulmer (M)
Mas Umar
Andres Valeriano
Danny Vo
Nabeela Waheed
Jae Hoon Yoo (C)
Nashwa Zafar

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION)

Yassine Amouh
Anthony Layne Baker
Daniel Michael Barbieri
Travis Neal Dunnam
Juan Francisco Escobar
Aleksandar Jovic
Christopher James Kittrell
Daniel Minh-Thuan Nguyen
Juan J. Reyes (C)
Kai Yin Wong

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Taylor Danielle Adams
Bikash Adhikari (M)
Godfrey Agbro
Sabah Umme Habiba Ahmed (M)
Carlos A. Arbizu
Jiban K. Baral (C)
Roman Basnet
Luis Blanco
Javier Bolanos
Marilyn Briseno
Justin R. Brown
Amrit Budhatboki
Komal Chand
Richter Taing Cheung
Craig Matthew Critchfield
Binti Upendrasingh Deora
Imad Drissi El Bouzaidi
Salmane El Amrani (C)
Christopher Lamont Fields (M)

Department of Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION)

Yahia Sami Afifi (Second major in Marketing)
Sonia E. Aguilar (C)
Amira Alic Kovic (Second major in Marketing)
Funke A. Amosu
Shonya Lashay Anderson
Deseta Asfaw
Adekunle Oyedele Awoniyi
Samone A. Barnes
Michael Barts
Matthew Louis Bell (C)
Julianne Benavidez (Second major in Marketing)
William Dalton Bender
Madyson Bresch
Jonathan Bryce Brown
Liljessi N. Brown
Robert Earl Brown
Dustin K. Callhoun
Arturo M. Calixto
Joseph Alexander Cash
Inho Chang
Mikesha Almoneka Charles
Mark Eugene Cohoon (S)
Sarah Elizabeth Collier (Second major in Marketing)
Zabdi J. Cuellar (C)
Sara Michelle Daugherty (Second major in Marketing)
Keri Jarney DeCay

Jorge Delgado (Second major in Marketing)
Glenn Douglas Jr.
William Francis Downs
Bailey Prae Dunn (C)
Julia Ann Duran
Ahmed Ellabi (Second major in Marketing)
Tonya Evans (Second major in Marketing)
Hilda Areli Flores (C) (Second major in International Business/Spanish)
Crystal Fragal
Jessica Franklin
Morgan Ashley Gaddy
Rachel Victoria Gaskin (M)
Heidy Deyanira Gomez
Valeria Gonzalez
Raven Seymone Goodwine
Kristina Marie Gorski (Second major in Marketing)
LaZerick Armon Griffin
Luis Gutierrez (Second major in Marketing)
Edgar Guzman
Barbara Andrea Hampton
William Benjamin Harris
David Hernandez (Second major in Marketing)
Juan Hernandez (Second major in Marketing)
Cody S. Hoffmann
Georgia Renee Huffman†
Allen Quoc Bao Huynh
Julia Anne Jacone
Jessica Ann Johnson (M) (Second major in Marketing)
Mohammad Zeeshan Khan
Sudip Raj Kharel (Second major in Marketing)
Anthony Kimani
Nathan Forrest King
Chanel Arneta Knox
Coltin Luke Lofland (Second major in Marketing)
Donald Allon London
Ek-Atlanta King Lounnarath
Toan Luong
Jeniece D. Madison
Alina Marie Marsh
Jacquela Deun Martin
Ana Karen Martinez
Norma Martinez
Lizberth Maya
John Mays
Taylor Christian McGregory (C)
Mayela Medina
Andrew Loyd Miller
Hannah Elizabeth Mirea (Second major in Marketing)
Navadha Modha†
Nickelle Brigitte Monica
Uzziel Merari Montelongo (Second major in Marketing)

Edwardo Moreno
Ruben Murillo  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Chloe Thao Thu Nguyen  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Cindy P. Nowmany  
(Yesenia Olivas (C)  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Jose G. Padron  
Patricia Layne Patak  
Bhavin Patel (M)  
Christine Pham (C)  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Bipin Pokharel  
Eric Tyler Porter  
Haya B. Rahhal  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Zanteria S. Ray  
Michael Robertson  
Jennifer Emily Rodarte (M)  
Abraham Rodelo-Gonzalez  
Kimberly Amber Rodriguez  
Mario Rodriguez  
Karen Ann Romero  
Robert Joshua Ruiz (C)*  
Hiba Saipullai  
Jorge Felix Salas  
James Odis Sales (S)  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Luis Carlos Salinas  
Whitney Michelle Sasser  
Jeffrey Alan Scherer  
Jamie Lee Simpson  
Amber Rae Sims  
Felicia Christine Smith  
Leah Ashley Sommerville  
Kevin A. Sorto  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Mark Andrew Stout  
Jared M. Street (C)  
(Second major in Marketing)  
Hayden Garrett Stuart  
Brooke Darian Theemling  
Estefania Torres  
Minh Hai Tran  
Elvis N. Turcios  
Derek Steven Twist  
Daniel Varela  
Vincent J. Vasquez  
David J. Vega  
Abier Wagem  
Heidi Wingerter  
Dillon Coleman Wood  
In Son Yoo (M)  
Ramsha Zahid (M)*  
Kyle Lee Zech

Department of Marketing  
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
(MARKETING CONCENTRATION)  
Daniel G. Baker  
Michael Barts  
Nico M. Bills  
Kaitlin R. Blair  
Albert Bradley  
Taylor-Paige Brown  
Giovanna A. Calvillo (M)  
Kymber Lynne Campbell  
Chih Hsuan Kelly Cheng  
Kimberly Lynn Cobb  
Paul Hung Dinh  
Blake Michael Egly  
Christina L. Eschbacher  
Kelli Renee Ewers  
Valeria Gonzalez  
Andrew W. Guinn  
Chigozie Onajite Izugu  
Sarah Kim  
Ryan David Kinney  
Anthony Liberto  
Abigale Krystal Look  
Ryma Mahouch (C)*  
Ana Karen Martinez  
Chere Ariel Mason (M)*†  
Richard Grant Milam  
(Second major in Management)  
Kristin Elizabeth Moore  
(Second major in Management)  
Lisa Lynn Nguyen  
(Second major in Management)  
Travis Nguyen  
(Second major in Management)  
Elia Noorzad  
(Second major in Management)  
Kelly Linh Pham (C)  
(Second major in Management)  
Danielle N. Pirits  
Jamaica Ivana Poole  
Bounthanom Christy Praxivay  
Selena Ramirez†  
Crystal Saucedo  
(Second major in Management)  
Kathleen Elizabeth Sizemore  
(Second major in Management)  
Leah Ashley Sommerville  
Christopher Brandon Swearingin  
Brooke Darian Theemling  
Ryan Ross Tower  
Elvis N. Turcios  
William Vanmointe (M)  
(Second major in Management)  
Wesley Alexander Vohs

College of Education  
Doctoral Degrees  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN  
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP  
AND POLICY STUDIES  
Trang Van Dinh  
M.Ed., Texas Christian University, 2013  
B.A., UT Austin, 2008  
Dissertation Title: Community College Transfer  
Students’ Success in STEM Fields of Study: The Impact  
of Engagement on Baccalaureate Degree Attainment  
Supervising Professor: Yi Zhang

Jennifer Dawn Fox  
Dissertation Title: Student Government Elections:  
The Experiences of Candidates and Their Perceptions  
of Political Efficacy  
Supervising Professor: Barbara Tobolowsky

Herman Jackson  
B.S., California State University–Northridge,  
2000  
Dissertation Title: Ideological, Legal, and Caseload  
Effects on Courts of Appeals Judges’ Voting in Race-  
Based Title VII Cases Brought by African-American  
Plaintiffs in K-12 Public Education  
Supervising Professor: Lewis Wasserman

Natalie Castro Lopez  
M.Ed., UT Arlington, 2011  
B.A., UT Austin, 2004  
Dissertation Title: The Impact of Participation in  
a Coherent Career and Technical Education Course  
Sequence on Student Discipline Outcomes  
Supervising Professor: Bradley Davis

Tracey Elizabeth Louth  
M.Ed., Texas A&M University, 2009  
B.A., Texas A&M University, 2007  
Dissertation Title: What Motivates Secondary  
Social Studies Teachers to be Politically Active: A  
Phenomenological Study  
Supervising Professor: Casey Brown

Jeffrey Shawn Seetan  
M.B.A., UT El Paso, 2002  
B.A., UT El Paso, 2000  
Dissertation Title: Capturing the Impact of Career  
and Technical Education Participation on Graduation  
Likelihood  
Supervising Professor: Bradley Davis

(S) Summa Cum Laude  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude  
*Honors College  
†Goolsby Scholar
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Tara Lesikar Stephens  
M.Ed., Midwestern State University, 2013 
B.M., UT Arlington, 1996 
Supervising Professor: Lewis Wasserman

Samantha Lee Ward  
M.Ed., UT Arlington, 2014 
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012 
Dissertation Title: The Impact of Shared Leadership on a Career and Technical Education Campus: A Case Study 
Supervising Professor: Casey Brown

Master’s Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Ashley Autumn Adler 
Timothy Hunt Ahrens 
Catheleen Diane Aikman 
Liz Abigail Alonso 
Hailey Taryn Antolak 
Karman Nacole Bailey 
Joel Gora Bako 
Terry Gordon Ball 
Tamera Lee Barba 
Chasity Denavia Bass 
Dori Denice Beasley 
Candice Renee Bellis 
Kendon Ray Black 
Kimberly Kay Bloom 
Kenya Shardaia Blount 
Kalla Denise Bollish 
Susan Boyd 
Ramona Anastasia Bribiesca 
Paige Randolph Brittain 
Jennifer Laci Brookshire 
Kameshka Michelle Brown 
Sonya Elizabeth Buhrow 
Victoria Regina Poblete Buloran 
Erika Burciaga 
Elisabeth Anne Bussey 
Joanna Allyne Byrd 
Kimberly Anne Canion 
Lara Ann Carey 
Patrick Michael Carpenter 
Jahlyn Ching 
Zahida Khusrid Chowdhry 
Christina Rena Clark 
Tracey L. Collier 
Hannah Mei-Ling Contreras 
Stephanie Michelle Craig 
Michael Lee Cranford 
Stephanie Green Davidson 
Amy C. Degioanni 
Shelia Renee Desso 
Federico Diaz 
Maritza Diaz 
Angela Dawn Dickerson 
Dawn Leigh Dickey 
Lawanda Lynn Dominguez 
Kristi Marie Donica 
Chandler Elizabeth Dreyer 
Claire Laurenne Eller 
Veronica M. Else 
Rachel Leigh Endel 
Jacqueline Sheri Farrell 
Jessica Elaine Fayer 
Karen Marie Fields 
Christiana Elizabeth Finch 
Seri Dawn Finger 
Elizabeth Garza 
Kayla Reaves Gassiot 
Maria Oppel Gaston 
Amanda Dean Gibson 
Audra Jo Glidewell 
Glenda Kay Green 
Heather Ann Griftn 
Salvorado S. Guerra 
Christina A. Guiflen 
Kindra Nicole Gunn 
Linzie Linette Hagler 
Sawas Ali Hajmahmoud 
Jeffrey Stuart Hakanson 
Caleb Matthew Haley 
Nancy Lynn Hamlin 
Jackie Denise Hankins 
Delaina De Harman 
Corey Justin Harris 
Cynthia Denise Harris 
Bahieh Nuri Hashemi 
Miranda Gene Havins 
Deborah Haynes 
Linda Helgren 
Jill Renee Hellman 
Nina Jean Herigon 
Stephanie Ann Hill 
Iva Jonnelle Hodges 
Jennifer Emily Hogan 
Christian Renee Holland 
Margaret Marie Hoover 
Erika Jennette Howard 
Angelita Howell 
Ashton Lesha Hughes 
Stacy Lynne Hughes 
Caitlin Margaret Hunt 
Christine Ann Jablon 
Lesley Dee Jackson 
Ivyo James 
Amy Luz Jaramillo 
Ashley Reneé Johnson 
Christy Michelle Johnson 
Kenya N. Johnson 
Monica Ann Jones 
Tara Yashica King 
Cynthia Ann Krueger 
Du Wayne Erwin La Fountain 
Montgomery Sheridan Lax 
Elizabeth Leggett 
Janelle Ann Leidy 
Cynthia Denise Loe 
Jack Everett Long 
Denise Lopez 
Valerie Adele Lord 
Mary Inten Love 
Teresa Love 
Eric Lucero 
Angela Marie Lux 
Michelle Marie Lytle 
Tracy Renae Malveau 
Emily Pier Martin 
Nicole Natanya May 
Kathleen McDermott 
Meghan Elizabeth McDonald 
Therese Lauretta McDonald 
Jill Alison McEnrnick 
Cheryl Susan McKenzie-Eugene 
John Robinson Mead 
Caterina Miller 
Caryl Miller-Compton 
Rachel Janelle Mills 
Raquel Mills 
Cherish Roshea Mims 
Melissa Minieri 
Amy Jean Mitchell 
Jesus Alejandro Molina 
Monica Luz Mondragon 
Melanie Bailey Moore 
Matthew Dean Mueller 
Cynthia Nava 
Brandi Elizabeth Nicholson 
Laura Lynn Nungaray 
Krysztina D. Obryant 
Elizabeth Ann Orona 
Carly Angela Ortega 
Kimberly Lane Oyler 
Vivian Adelaida Pando 
Luis Eric Perez 
Carmen Marie Pesina 
Lauren Ashley Powell 
Mindy S. Quisenberry 
Erica Y. Ramirez 
Nicole Lee Rasmussen 
Hannah Nicoll Rawles 
Amanda Ryan Raymond 
Gary Reed 
Tiffany Cecile Reed 
Chelsea Michelle Reily 
Ashley Janel Richardson 
Natasha Shernell Rigsby-Mabien 
Aya B. Riyal 
Gazelle J. Robinson 
Mary Junger Rodgers 
Brian Christopher Rodriguez 
Laura Christina Rodriguez 
Rebecca Rodriguez Adan 
David Romero 
January Michelle Rowe 
Alvino Sandy Sam 
Veronics Sanchez 
Janelle Sancho 
Kelly Marie Sandoval 
Karina Santana 
Shonda Santini-Graves 
Holli Ann Schulz 
Shelly Wolflington Sheffield 
Robin Dea Sissell
### Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

**MASTER OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES**

Brian Wesley Alexander  
Miki Gail Alexander  
Nicole Elizabeth Alford  
Fatima Abdulaziz G. Alghamdi  
Micah Andrew Armstrong  
Lawrence Ray Arkinson  
Arthur Thomas Aven  
Laura Lynn Baker  
Mary Jane Barker  
Mason Alden Barlow  
Lakresha Renee Bates  
Edith Kristine Bayless  
Robert Joseph Beck  
Joi Alise Bell  
Gretchen Mary Bitner  
Kevin E. Blount  
Harun Bozdag  
Lucette Lyn Bredt  
Taryn Irene Bright  
Angela Alice Brotherton  
Michael Destin Brown  
Amanda Rae Bunch  
April Renea Bunch  
Kadoria Ivory Burgess  
Tara Burgess  
Shaunda Berrie Butler  
Dianna Renee Cabello  
Sean Marcus Cagle  
Daniel Calvo-Montes  
Amber N. Cannon  
Stephen Glynn Carpenter  
Robin Ann Ceaser  
Cynthia Lu Childers  
Kayla Renee Childress  
Talaya L. Clanton  
Laura Catherine Coaxum  
Melissa Jenneman Corona  
Lukus Lee Cotnam  
Darla Kay Cowan  
Anna Marie Crisostomo  
Cristine Cruz  
Alysa Reyna Curtis  
Jeisha L. Dawson  
Chad Edward Dempsey  
Mark Andrew Denton  
Danielle Elizabeth Dillard  
Mara Renea Dillman  
Chad Aaron Dozier  
Canvis B. Edwards  
Rebecca Esposito  
Darrell Juan Evans  
Seth Andrew Faerber  
CoreyUndrue Fairley  
John Robert Firley  
Rachel Joan Flanders  
Sarah Arlene Fuller  
Cari Gabbert  
Andres Tomas Garcia  
Belinda Marie Garcia  
Melissa N. Garcia  
James Garza-Gerow  
Marina Gomez  
Jaclyn Elizabeth Gress  
Karla Marie Gurley  
Krystal Rene Harrison  
Danaya Dorothy Haymore  
Tiffany Rachelle Haynes  
Todd R. Hepworth  
Gregory Cecil Hiertt  
Shelby Nicole Holt  
Farih Ilhan  
Leann Vachon Isaacs  
Courtney Jenkins  
Monica Lynn Johnson  
Kelsey Lynn Jones  
Kindred Lewis Jones  
My H. Jones  
Robert Francis Kalina  
Cori Ellen Kissib  
Melissa Ballou Kates  
Lisa Renee Kemp  
Kamden Lin Kniesel  
Elizabeth Lea Lane  
Kimberley A. Lankford  
Jessica Nikola Lee  
Jayson Cordell Lewis  
John Stephen Lewis  
Antonio R. Little  
Jose Fernando Loaiza  
Fred Lockwood  
Moniquea Sherita Long  
Ruben Castillo Lopez  
Tricia Denise Lyday  
Maha Ahmed Makin  
Jennifer Lee Malchow  
Alyssa Jeanne Manning  
Stephanie D’Anne Martinez  
Jeana Karesse McLaughlin  
Patricia Mendez-Chavez  
Patricia M. Mercer  
Kalei Kristine Merrill  
Amy Joyce Moore  
Shauna Dianne Moore  
Nicole M. Mora-Atencio  
Blanca G. Morales  
Shannon Lynn Moss  
Naveen Zehra Naqvi  
Jaime Nehring Glenn  
Kristina Marie Neira  
Billy Clyde Nichols  
Jacqueline Rosaura Nolasco  
Jesus Lauro Olivas  
Amber Joy Orchard  
Michael Angelo Ortiz  
Stephanie Ann Overall  
Angell Nicole Padovani

### MASTER OF EDUCATION IN MIND, BRAIN, AND EDUCATION

Christi Michelle Butler

### MASTER OF EDUCATION IN TEACHING

Courtney Nicole Bench  
Lauren Analisa Borden  
William C. Forrest  
Daniel Wilson Goss  
Rebekka Ruth Hamilton  
Bybiana Janet Houghton  
Olutoyin Olajumoke Makinde  
Richard Douglas McAlister  
Krystina M. Morris  
Kenna Anabel Rico  
Christopher Whitehead
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Cristi Abbott
Catherine J. Alfaro (S)
Marisol Almaraz Dominguez (S)
Samantha Alphsin (S)
Martha Amador (C)
Abby Noelle Grace Archibald (M)
Patricia Arteaga (S)
Megan Britanny Arkinson (M)
McKenzie Nicole Auten (C)
Diana Barboza (S)
Audrey Grace Betz (C)
Nancy Blanco (S)
Kimberly Ann Blaquier (S)
Terry Lee Briggs (C)
Ana R. Cantu (M)
Haley Chaddick (M)
Diana A. Colín (M)
Blanca Ivonne Coria (S)
Blanca Monique Costilla (M)
Alexis Dominique Crosby (M)
Allison Daniel (S)
Meghan Olivia Deande
Cynthia Delabra (S)
Guadalupe Escoto (M)
Justin Tanner Ezell (M)
Amie Roshae Farrington (C)
Nicole Elizabeth Filo (S)
Beatrice Flores (C)
Indra Flores (M)
Lillianna Flores
Melanie A. Gallon (S)
Leslie S. Gamboa (S)
Silvia Sarahi Garcia Gonzalez (M)
Sladjana Gligoric (M)
Katherine A. Goebel (S)
Paola Gomez
Coral Gonzalez (S)
Sandy Gonzalez (M)
Esmeralda R. Gregg (S)
Marina Gutierrez de la Jara (S)
Rebekah A. Hartman (C)
Katelyn Taylor Hayward (M)
Cynthia Henson (S)
Danielle Herron (C)
Taylor Paige Hewitt (S)
Alshia Illic (S)
Amanda Nicole Haenes Jacobson (S)
Jessica L. Johnson (C)
Megan Nicole Kasson (M)
Mariah L. King (C)
Amy Marie Laird (C)
Kayla Judy Lawler (M)
Janeth Lopez (M)
Laura Ann Louv (M)
Courtney Luedeking (S)
Dulce Margarita Lujan (M)
Lori Danielle Marsalko
Tracey Ellen Marsh (S)
Natalie Matina McCray (M)
Kristina G. Milam (S)
Carla Rosana Milionto (M)
Chabeli Montoya
Jazmin Montoya
Selene Hernandez Moreno (M)
Yessenia Moreno (M)
Pamela Lileny Natera (M)
Alyssa J. Navarrrete (M)
Michael Santos Nunez (M)
Danielle Rose Osborne (S)
Christine Ji Hee Pak (C)
Maria Palacio (S)
Kemberly A. Palacios (C)
Esmeralda Paredes (C)
Melinda Penn
Heba Jamil Qaddura (S)
Maria G Reyes (M)
Nancy J. Reyes (S)
Andrea Rivera
Belinda Rodriguez (C)
Esmeralda Rodriguez (M)
Irazema Rodriguez (S)
Ariana Iverete Rojas (M)
Brandi Cheree Romero (M)
Maria C. Rosales (S)
Rebecca Elizabeth Roussey
Canyon Echo Samuel (C)
Iverth Sanchez (M)
Gabriela Alejandra Sanchez Martinez (C)
Niketa Sanger (M)
Corayma Sarinana (M)
Sarah Elizabeth Sassaman (S)
Krysta Nicole Sayre (S)
Madison Scannell (C)
Lauren Louann Smithhart (M)
Patricia A. Sorrels (C)
Tiffany Lauren Spaulding (S)
Haley N. Tepera (C)
Erika Nicole Tolbert (M)
Crystal D. Torres
Melissa A. Venable (S)
Brenda Villalobos (S)
Mallory Beth Wall (M)
Bethany Wiley
Nancy Zamacona
Ivonne Giselle Zamarripa (C)
Brianna C. Zuniga (C)
Brittny Zuniga

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Rachel Nicole Bacsik (C)
Deanna Marie Chapman (M)
Margarita Del Angel (C)
Kathryn Diaz
Destany Donahue (M)
Jessica Ann McCarty (C)
Giovanni Ortiz (M)
Kenny Phan
Cindy M. Tran
Emily R. Turnage (M)
Jasmine Shanay Warren
Mehreen N. Zaman

Ty Allen Palmer
Oliver K. Patterson
Kimberly Kesler Payne
Paula Marie Pennil
Lynn Raven Perry
Donna Jean Pessel
Jack Porter
Caroline Posada
Jessica Marie Powers
Charmaine Michele Presley-Mcmahon
Andrea Lynn Purcell
Joseph Michael Quadrieno
Melvin David Rael
Samia Rahman
Nathanial Carl Richardson
Juan Carlos Rios
Melinda Annette Rios
Deirdre Lee Robinson
Danielle Nichole Robison
Emanuel Rodriguez
Nadia Roldan
Adrienne Russell-George
Amy Rebecca Sanford
Samantha J. Schilhuis
Tonya Michelle Schweighofer
Josie Angela Sellers
April Nicole Simper
Jim Hoover Simpson
Lauren Elizabeth Siple
Lorene Solis-Kosloski
Yesenia Soto
Angel Dawn Stout
Holly Megan Stripling
Sue A. Sweeney
Kristina Kay Swihart
April Nichole Tabor
Christine Tharian
Cordelia M. Thomas
April Valerie Tideman
Catherine Lynn Tollef
Kristina Noel Torres
Kimberly Michelle Tritten
Krisen Irene Tufnell
Jill Andrea Van Hook
Julio Cesar Vasquez
James Granville Wadley
Adavion Jamaal Wayne
Jaime A. Wery
Stacee Renee West
Kristen Hope Whitten
Jennifer A. Wicks
Kone Robin Willkie
Dianne Marie Williams
Jose Raul Yanez
Gregorio R. Zamora
Jamie Lynn Zupparo
**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING**

**Aritra Banerjee**
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012
Dissertation Title: Vortex Generators in a Streamline-Traced External-Compression Supersonic Inlet
Supervising Professor: Frank Lu

**Ezgihan Baydar**
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012
Dissertation Title: Control for Cooperative Control and Estimation
Characterization and 3-D Visualization
Supervising Professor: Sahadat Hossain

**Behzad Nazari**
M.S., Power and Water Institute of Technology, 2012
B.S., Persian Gulf University, 2009
Dissertation Title: High-Resolution Inundation Mapping in Urban Areas
Supervising Professor: Dong-Jun Seo

**Hai Minh Nguyen**
M.E., Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology, 2011
B.E., Water Resources University, 2003
Dissertation Title: A Novel Cone Test Device Development for Deep Foundation Design
Supervising Professor: Anand J. Puppala

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CIVIL ENGINEERING**

**Mark D. Coley**
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 2011
Dissertation Title: On Space Program Planning: Quantifying the Effects of Spacefarer Goals and Strategies on the Solution Space of Feasible Programs
Supervising Professor: Bernd Chudoba

**James Ray Grisham**
B.S., Tarleton State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Numerical and Analytical Study of Curvature Effects in Laminar Shock Wave/ Boundary-Layer Interactions
Supervising Professor: Frank Lu

**Pengkai Ru**
B.S., Beihang University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Nonlinear Model Predictive Control for Cooperative Control and Estimation
Supervising Professor: Kamesh Subbarao

**Santiago Ricardo Caballero**
M.S., California State University—Fullerton, 2014
B.S., Pontifical Catholic University of Ecuador, 2010
Dissertation Title: Liquefaction Evaluation of Hydraulic Fill Structures Based on Geostatistical Soil Characterization and 3-D Visualization
Supervising Professor: Anand J. Puppala

**Michael Daniels**
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S., Sharif University of Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Long-Term Shear Investigation of Polypropylene Fiber-Reinforced Concrete Beams
Supervising Professor: Seyedali Abolmaali

**Md. Faysal**
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2012
Dissertation Title: Structural Competency and Environmental Soundness of the Recycling Base Materials in North Texas
Supervising Professor: Sahadat Hossain

**Sugyu Lee**
M.S., Bucknell University, 2013
B.E., Chungbuk National University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Development of New Joint System for Circular-Shaped Infrastructure
Supervising Professor: Seyedali Abolmaali

**Douglas L. Bradley**
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Inlet Study of Curvature Effects in Laminar Shock Wave/Boundary-Layer Interactions
Supervising Professor: Frank Lu

**Hai Minh Nguyen**
M.E., Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology, 2011
B.E., Water Resources University, 2003
Dissertation Title: A Novel Cone Test Device Development for Deep Foundation Design
Supervising Professor: Anand J. Puppala

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE**

**Sarker Tanve Ahmed Rumee**
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2009
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2007
Dissertation Title: Automated Systems for Testing Android Application to Detect Leakage of Sensitive Information
Supervising Professor: Yu Lei

**Soumyava Das**
B.S., Jadavpur University, 2009
Supervising Professor: Sharma Chakravarthy

**Mostafa Parchami**
M.S., Bu-Ali Sina University, 2012
B.S., Bu-Ali Sina University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Video-Based Face Recognition Using Deep Learning
Supervising Professor: Ramez A. Elmasri

**Habibur Rahman**
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2009
Dissertation Title: Crowd Data Analytics and Optimization
Supervising Professor: Gautam Das

**Shuai Zheng**
M.S., King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, 2011
B.S., Julin University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Machine Learning: Several Advances in Linear Discriminant Analysis, Multi-View Regression, and Support Vector Machine
Supervising Professor: Chris Ding

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

**Mustafa N. Alam**
M.S., University of Idaho, 2010
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2006
Dissertation Title: Lung Nodule Detection and Segmentation Using a Patch-Based Multi-Atlas Method
Supervising Professor: Venkat Devarajan

**Young B. Kwon**
M.S., UT Arlington, 2010
B.S., HongIK University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Reconﬁgurable All-Optical Di-Multiplexing Via Spatial-Selective Frequency-Up-Conversion in Multimode Waveguide
Supervising Professor: Michael Vasilyev

**Hao Liang**
B.S., Case Western Reserve University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Sparse Array for Wireless Sensor Networks and Wireless Communications
Supervising Professor: Qilian Liang

**Reza Matthew Moghadam**
M.S., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S., Isfahan University of Technology, 1999
Dissertation Title: Structural and Electrical Characteristics of Single Crystalline Ferroelectric Oxides on Semiconductors for Device Applications
Supervising Professors: Joseph H. Ngai, Kambiz Alavi

**Guohua Ren**
B.S., University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, 2012
Dissertation Title: Tracking of Multiple Targets/ Sources in Wireless Sensor Network
Supervising Professor: Ioannis D. Schizas

---

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Na Wu
B.S., University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, 2012
Dissertation Title: Sparse Sampling and Array in Signal Processing
Supervising Professor: Qilian Liang

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Sowmya Dinamani Rao
M.S., UT Arlington, 2006
B.S., Visveswariah Technological University, 2002
Dissertation Title: Risk Management of Pharmaceutical Industry During Product Recalls
Supervising Professor: K. Jamie Rogers

Chotiya Sukchotrat
M.S., UT Arlington, 2010
B.E., King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang, 2005
Dissertation Title: 3-D Motion Patterns in Upper-Extremity Tasks—Reaching, Grasping, and Torqueing with the Hands for Ergonomics Applications
Supervising Professors: Sheik Imrhan, Mark Ricard

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Md. Mazharul Islam
M.S., New Mexico State University, 2010
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2008
Dissertation Title: Studying Effects of Adhesive Layer on Electrical Signals of Piezoelectric Transducer Bonded with Structure
Supervising Professor: Haiying Huang

Behroz Karimi
M.S., University of Tehran, 2014
B.S., Iran University of Science and Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: A Micromechanics Approach to Static Failure of Composite Material
Supervising Professor: Seiichi Nomura

Vivek Vishwakarma
B.S., Indian Institute of Technology, 2012
Dissertation Title: Thermal Measurement and Optimization of Materials and Processes in Li-ion Batteries
Supervising Professor: Ankur Jain

Master’s Degrees
Department of Bioengineering
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Ala Saad A. Alzahrani
Chandan Ganesh Bangalore Yogananda
Soham Bhatt
Stephen Black
Kubra Cetiner

Department of Civil Engineering
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Zoheb Abdul
Nikhilesh Kumar Alia
Sanddeep Reddy Bacham
Srihari Bellachikkanahally Chandrashek
Karan Jayesh Bhavsar
Vamsi Kumar Bijala
Anurag Chilappagar
Binay Kumar Chintala
Sai Kumar Reddy Chinthakuntla
Krishna Meghana Chowdavarapu

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Sumit Agrawal
Jaime Alvarado
Lokesh Kumar Anaimallur Mani
Charbel Aoun
Dinesh Suresh Bangar
Mark Justin Berry
Hamid Dehghan Niri
Dip Bimalkumar Desai
Saurav Devkota
Biplop Dhakal
Reza Esfandiar
Michael Andrew Ficker
Kelsey Carolyn Fort
Brianna Noel Friedman
Saurabha Sanjay Gangude
Erik Garcia
Francisco Salome Garza
Jayesh Gautam
Aman Kumar Ghawalkar
Rahul Gajanana Gokhale
Santosh Gurjar
Eric T. Hegmann
Victor M. Herrera
Elahe Hosseini Nezhad
Hemanshu Kumar Jain
Taha Jalal
Anup Joshi
Gaurav Digambar Joshi
Harshikumar Jyotishchandra Joshi
Rohan Rajesh Joshi
Anil Kaphle
Nitin Malatesh Kargal Manjunath
Jyothi Kavuri
Ablash Keerthivasan
Pratik Rajendra Kutte
Keval Maheshbhai Lad
Nishith Pravinbhai Lakhani
Santosh Padmanabhan Maney
Michael Christopher Mertcalf
Christian Gabriel Monasterio Mendez
Gaurav Singh Mukati
Prithvi Kumar Muniswamy
Bhargava Nagaraju
Siddhartha Nannapaneni
Mobolaji Omotayo Ogunbiyi
Nagesh Kumar Pachipulusu Maney
Avilash Kailashbhai Parmar
Humaben Patel
Siddharth Kirankumar Patel
Sunny Mayank Patel
Sagar Subhash Pawar
Abram Pinon
Clifton Daniel Potter
Sameer Rampurawala
Manaf Relai
Shoeb Sadiq
Amit Dadasaheb Satre
Palash Nitin Shah
Rutuja Kailas Shirole
Mounika Soma
Akshay Namdev Suryawanshi
Surya Prakash Tiragari
Soujanya Tirumali
Sharvil Samir Trivedi
Bhuamik Vinaykumar Upadhyay
Kishan Bhavesh Vekaria
David A. Walker
Roger Alan Wheeler

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING**
Rasoul Adnan Abbas
Venkatesh Kaka
Omer Vehbi Karaosmanoglu
Humberto Madero McEntee
Saif Bin Salah
Abbas Abd Salmaan
Anuja Sapkota

**Department of Computer Science and Engineering**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING**
Arpitha Anand
Isha Kamleshbhai Maun
Smit Ramteke
Hari Prasath Ravi Shanker
Karuna Pallavi Sarthyanarayana
Abhishek Sharma
Mohammad A. Taha

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE**
Rishi Agarwal
Sameer Agrawal
Shrey Ahluwalia
Sweeta Akkem
Mounika Aleti
Syed Saqib Ali
Praneeth Aluru
Mayur Madhukar Ambulkar
Adishree Annabathula
Sai Kumar Annapureddy
Sreedhar Reddy Arolla
Radhika Arumukham Manivannan
Keerthivasan Asokan
Ashutosh Sudhir Aree
Ajay Arjun Balakrishnan Kalavani
Subin Babu
Sanketh Balakrishna
Sangram Anil Bankar
Manso Ram Bapatla
Srinivas Mahaveer Dutt Bavisetti
Ankita Omprakash Bhagat
Harsh Bhardwaj
Anmol Pradeep Bhargava
Chinthan Bhat
Kalpesh Samrathmal Bhatia
Shaurye T Bhartnagar
Rohit Bhaval
Shivam Bijora
Sai Charan Bolisetty
Meghana Reddy Bommu
Dileep Kumar Budavari
Tasneem Ilyas Burmawala
Shilpa Chander Mohan
Vikas Chandrashekar
Supreme Halagur Chandrashekarappa
Tulsi Dayal Chandwani
Rohit Chaturvedi
Rohit Surender Chawla
Sai Krishna Cheery
Sravani Cherukuri
Sagar Mahesh Chhadia
Sneha Suhas Chitre
Abhinav Kumar Choudhary
Rahul Singh Chouhan
Vanisha Crasta
Venkata Krishna Dammalapati
Brijesh Jivrajbhai Dankhara
Govtarn Dasaka
Monika Deb Nath
Gauthaman Deenadayalan
Omkar Ketan Deshmukh
Maithili Laxmikant Deshpande
Rajat Dhanuka
Palak Diwan
Pranav Pratulla Diwate
Jayesh Doolani
Mark Ashley Fernandes
Fahad Mohamed Sajid Furniturewala
Rohit Gaikwad
Aman Kaur Gandhi
Surabhi Ganesh
Pranav Teja Garikapati
Akshay Manohar Gawali
Rajaraman Govindasamy
Aastha Gupta
Chanakya Harish Madanapura
Kartik Shrikant Hegde
Siddharth Ravindra Jadav
Ash-aware Jagath Naik
Rushikesh Rajendra Jagtap
Abhishek Jain
Sairam Jalakam Devarajulu
Raksha Jayaram
Dona Maria Jose
Anvita Bhimsain Joshi
Pradeep Shri Jorfinathan
Ruchir Ravindra Kadam
Yuvraj Murthidhar Kadam
Aikel Sultan Kadiwal
Manish Kak
Veda Priya Kakkumanu
Pooja Girish Kaluskar
Gurleen Kaur
Simranjeet Kaur
Navneet Kawatra
Mahesh Kayara
Tirumala Prasad Kodihalli Shivakumar
Gaurav Vivek Kolekar
Savyuktha Kolkebail
Roopesh Kumar Krishna Kumar
Aaditya Arvind Kulkarni
Pushalali Kundy
Tejas Prakash Lakkamneni
Arjun Lakshmirathinath
Yaswanth Venkata Machavaram
Swarani Machineni
Shruti Madan
Shashank Gopal Madhav
Sanath Kumar Maduri
Vipulkumar Popat Mahadik
Jay Nareshkumar Gandhi
Swarth Ganne
Dhruvakumar Ramachandra Gaonkar
Babitha Susan George
Rucha Ghalsasi
Akash Ashokrao Ghoghe
Ninad Gorey
Diptiman Hazra
Supreet Hulgol
Betul Ilbilgi
Venkata Dinesh Jakkampudi
Saurabh Sunil Kadam
Akhil Kalavakolanu
Sumanth Kannelli Venkaraswamy
Keval Pravinbhai Karia
Sishir Karingula
Vigneshwar Karunagaran
Vasista Katamneni
Ananth Venkata Ravi Kanth Kartamudi
Akshay Keshavadas
Ajmiri Sabrina Khan
Fawaad Hyder Khan
Santosh Rupesh Kothapalli
Suhana Kukkerty Suresh
Kshitija Sanjeev Kulkarni
Harish Kumaravel
Sneha Kundu
Prajakta Laxane
Cheolhwan Lim
Jacob Edward Longwell
Kalyani Maganti
Satish Magendiran
Sushant Madhuskar Mahale
Samanth Manjunath
Kush Vijaykumar Minarawala
Arkadeep Mitra
Ammar M. Mohammad
Mahmood Quaraishi Mohammed
Srilekha Naga Vysnavi Mudlimbi
Moiz Mustafa Zaveri
Harsha Nagathihalli Jagadish
Krishna Nambar
Rohan Narula
Nawrin Islam Natasha
Shyam Sunder Padhy
Avik Pal
Gaurav Pandit
Jagannath Panduranga Rao
Bharvikumar Bharatbhai Patel
Shivamkumar Nileshkumar Patel
Santosh Kumar Peddineni
Sonal Shailendra Poddar
Yashwanth Ponakala
Abhishek Sukumar Pandar
Shreyas Prakash
Gopichand Pulivarthi
Sri Lakshmi Sruthi Pulluru
Nihal Frazimzadeh Puschi
Karthik Raja Setty
Sarath Chandar Ramamurthy
Sanjana Ramesh

Shrunitaya Ramesh
Haripriya Ranganathan
Sachin Renganathan
Viren Pradeep Rohra
Mitali Kidor Salunkhe
Carlos Ernesto Santamaria
Navjot Singh Saran
Gaurav Girishchandra Shah
Purav Nirinkumar Shah
Virag Jigekumar Shah
Abdul Kareem Shaik
Wen-Tse Shao
Nikita Narayan Sherty
Karthik Srinivasalu Naidu
Pratik Sule
Vinay Vardhan Reddy Sursani
Shadab Syed
Kien Trung Ta
Gautham Thandalam Devakumar
Vishnu Teja Toopurani
Priyank Mukesh Trivedi
Lina Sera Varghese
Veena Vijayan
Amrtkumar Virupakshagouda
Konit Ashok Wagmare
Akil Babu Yarlagadda
Razin Zuhair

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Ascem Arul Athavale
Sindusha Balantrapu
Ashutosh Banerjee
Abhishek Kamlakar Deshmukh
Phillip Z. James
Venkata Ananth Shayanam Kandadai
Rohina Khanna
Urvi Alpeshbhai Khatri
Muhammad Muddasir Khurshid
Yashashvi Nandan Reddy Lachagari
Himanshu Mukund Naik
Paul Gaurav Nalam
Yash Ashokkumar Patel
Milind Munsing Pawar
Christopher Scott Pickering
Pooja Lomeshkumar Sheth
Hsi Yang Wang

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering

MASTERS OF ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Adheyemi Samuel Adeleke
Akshat Agrawal
Vikalp Vinay Akulwar
Asad Alam
Piyush Sanjeev Ambekar
Vrushank Mihirkumar Amin
Vinay Anand
Venkat Saikhal Goud Ananthula
Jyothi Phani Sri Aneek
Rishi Ankenapatil
Anisha Balkrishna Ankush
Salini Chandra Anugol
Anisha Arvind Arab
Aswin Kumar Arumugam
Utkarsh Jatin Asher
Sharath Kumar Ashok Kumar
Prem Arvind Manoharan Manoharan
Deepak Subramanian
Kedar Avinash Nimbargi
Samuel Onosebede Oyekpen
Nitesh Rajesh Panchal
Bhargav Pandya
Marmik Mayurbhai Parikh
Jannney Jayeshbhai Parmar
Akshadbhai Bharatkumar Patel
Dhruvik Jagdishchandra Patel
Mehulkumar Dipakbhai Patel
Niket Ashokkumar Patel
Pratikkumar Shailesh Patel
Nitesh Rajesh Panchal
Bhargav Pandya
Marmik Mayurbhai Parikh
Jannney Jayeshbhai Parmar
Akshadbhai Bharatkumar Patel
Dhruvik Jagdishchandra Patel
Mehulkumar Dipakbhai Patel
Niket Ashokkumar Patel
Pratikkumar Shailesh Patel

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
David Ray Campbell
Justin Olin Compton
Aditya Dandekar
Nandini Gopalakrishnan
Cheruvateh Vivek Nair
Nirmal Kumar Umapathy

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmed Ali Abukam
Samson Abimbola Adejokun
Salman Ahmed Bakhrayba
Pratik Ganesh Bhagwat
Rahul Janardhan Chalmela
Mugdha Anish Chaudhari
Uschas Chowdhury
Chetan Laxman Darwey
Jyotirmoy Denria
Aditya Gupta
Swapnil Subhash Hare
Vaihav Vijay Indulkar
Harshit Girishkumar Jani
Navya S. Reddy Kasi Reddy
Pavan Vijaykumar Kaalgud
Tanmay Pradip Kavade
Chinmay Sanjay Khursagar
Swapnil Dharamshi Luhar
Ramesh Prasanna Mamudi Manohar
Lakshminarashimhob
Yobani Alexandre Martinez
Deepak Polaki
Unique Rahangdale
Vijay Sabane
Salwa Shaik
Krishna Chaitanya Sripurapu
Nagadurga Srinivas Sripada
Rishikesh Vilas Tendulkar
Saket Thapliyal
Aniket Chandu Thosar
Mullaiyendhan Varadharasan
Neil Johnson Vazhippily
Amith Venkatesh

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Bioengineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Simranjit Singh Ahluwalia (M)
Eliezer Isa Alvarado†
(Second major in Chemistry)
Richard Bryant (S)
Grant B. Copeland
Andrew Edward
Carolyn Estrada (M)
Jazmin Govea (C)
Zaid Basem Haddadin

Dennis Gia Hoang
Sandya Waseem Iqbal (M)
Riten Khatri (S)
Heather Lynn Koerner (C)
Sindhuja Krishnamoorthy
Corine Lara
Brer Daniel Lewandowski
Matthew T. Muir (S)
Martin Nicholas
Brenda Oropeza
Abdur Rayat Qadri
Joshua Raju (C)
Frank Nicholas Sosing
Alan M. Taylor (M)
Jessi Bassim Tourneh (S)
Thao-mi T. Vu (S)
Wahaj Zuberi

Department of Civil Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Clayton John Bagby
Jerry Arnold Bekolle Ngoko (C)
Biniam Bogale (C)
Edward A. Borjon
Sarah R. Call
Luis F. Cardoza
Hector Ulises Cuenca
Ibrahim Ismail El Saad (M)
Benjamin Lee Garza (C)
Haimanotgetachew Geleta (C)
Jonathan A. Goodwin
Shannon Hobbs (C)
Lucas Hoyos Cadavid (M)
Jennifer Cruz Jackson
Rebecca L. Kahl (C)
Bryce Reed Lancaster (C)
Aaron Lim
Alvin Matthew Maliakal
Anthony Milbirz
Luis A. Miliotto (S)
Meetaben Mistry
Omer Mohammed (C)
Mohamed Madgy Nawar (M)
Laura Anne Nedderman
Roger Do Nguyen (S)
Oleg Novitchkov
Jeffrey David Owings (C)
Dakota Bishop Partain
Juana Perez
Amanda Irene Quisenberry (M)
Kameron Kaine Raburn (C)
Fabian Salas
Majd Faisal Samara (M)
James Michael Sanchez
Ethan D. Saugey
Aya Shishani (S)
Hector Rolando Sorto (S)
William G. Sward
Jonathon Underwood (C)

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) McNair Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
Luis Humberto Vazquez Sanchez
Brandy Nataly Velasquez
Danny Villalpando (S)
James Darrell Watkins
Matthew L. Willoughby

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ramon Paul Castrillo
Luis Diaz (C)
Maurice Wendell Harris
Abdul Rafey Khan (M)
Alejandro Limon Naranjo (S)
Jarrod Nix
Javier Quintero
Shayan Raza
Jose Jesus Roque (C)
Nicholas Andrew Schuetze (M)
Ty E. Simmel
Jake Alan Skodak
Gregory Kernan Stout
Brian Lw. Wong

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mistere T. Ahare (S)
Travis Artwell
Jacob Riley Burchard
Randy Thien M. Cao
Joshua David Clark
Nhar Anh Dao
Alejandro Diaz Barrios
De D. Du (M)
Dylan W. Ebert (C)
Ogenna A. Esimai (M)*
Edward Fankhauser
Kevin Jarell Frances
Victor Christian Garcia
Eyob C. Gemechu (M)
Edmund Kurt Gibbons
Daniel James Huette (S)
Prayoj Ajit Jagtap
Sanya Jain
Damian Jimenez (M)
Arun Kalahasti
Bhupendra Karki (M)
Ameera Khan (M)*
Nhan D. Lam (C)
Craig Philip Laurensager
Brandon M. Lawrence
Chase Michael Liles (S)
Eric B. Lopez
Gabino Arturo Luna Espinoza (C)
Sunday Makinwa
Jibin Abey Mathew
Joel Richard Melendez
Trent J. Murray (C)
Pathik K. Patel (C)
Taylor Perrillo
Zubair Qureshi
LeeAnn R. Rasmussen
Anmol Rathi

Priyanka Ravi
Saman Shrestha
Christopher B. Slater
Frank R. Smith
Baron M. Sunokos (M)
Randal Lee Wilkerson
Gregory Wilkinson
Akib Zaman (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Cameron Mitchell Adams (C)
Eric Mckenna Avery
Samba Laobe Dieng
John Jacob Green (M)
William Hilliard
Kristina Jefferson (C)
Summit Kayastha (S)
Michael A. Kosir
Emmanuel V. Cortez Ladera
Andy Le
Emmanuel J. Lennox
Cesar J. Llaga (C)
Aaron R. McLain
Santosh Pradhan (M)
Danali Sanchez Romo (M)
Celine N. Soriano (C)
Trevor Matthew Stephens
Thomas Zachry

Department of Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ali Abughoush
Eduardo Aguirre (C)
John Michael Barry (M)
Antonio DeJesus Bermudez
Michael J. Bittle (C)
Gregory Michael Bonine
Emilio Camargo
Cirilo Cardenas (M)
Christopher James Conant (M)
Mathura Prasad Dahal (C)
Quan Duc Dang
Nirzajaret Elizondo
Matthew A. Gaddy
Calvin Ray Howard
Eric K. Le
James David Leonard
Xiumin Liu
Mark Christin Lovecchio
Lorenzo Rafael Martinez
Craig Howard McQuady
Nang Su Lwin Myint (S)*
Michael Flynn O’Leary
Chase Randall Purcell
Andres Rinos
Carlos Rocha Moreno
Ricardo Silva
Blake Cameron Sims (S)
Christian Michael Smith (C)
(Second major in Physics)

Aung P. Sone
David James Theodore
Brian Khanh Trinh (C)
Luis Valle
Juan Luis Villegas
Nicholas S. Vu
Bradley Ellis Webbersen (C)*
Andrew James Watzlavick
Chen Zhang

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Yousif Saad Abushaaban
Sana Louay Jas Al-Shalal
Jennifer Ortiz Alvarez
Alexander Bergman
Chad Stephen Calvert
Marshall D. Cox (C)
Rahim Gokal
Jenny Suzanne Griffin
Alexis Hernandez
Isaac A. Hicks
Ross E. House
Monica Rachel Itrube (S)
Garrett M. Jamieson
Cory Bryan Klaus
Neda Langroodi (M)
Stewart Lanie
Cesar Lopez (M)
Matthew Travis Mayes
Alexandra Marie McVicker
Nalley Medrano (C)
Roshani Mishra
Haidang V. Nguyen
Alejandro Ortiz
Shawna Marie Patterson
Neleena Paul
Bryan C. Pennington
Alan Ramirez-Paz
Mary S. Rangel (C)
Reimington Reimer
Bushra Binti Rohazad
Jessica M. Salazar (M)
Eugene Seo
Michael James Shumate (M)
Abdulhadi Jamil Syed
Abira Syed (M)*
Nour Taha (C)
Luis A. Torres Martinez

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jonathan Carrera
Ramon Cumaraiah-Misso
Rodrigo Figueroa Clare
Suman Gautam
Michael Reed Gibson
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Matthew Brian Goobeck (C)  
Kade Hyatt (C)  
Suman Lamichhane  
Graham Steven Loveland (S)  
Ian W. Maynard (C)  
Gilberto Olvera Aguilar (M)  
Justin Platt  
Eden Rubinstein  
Nazmus Sakib (S)  
Luis Eduardo Salas Nunez (S)  
Christopher Schwertmann  
Abraham Aziel Suarez  
Travis J. Webb  
Alexander Cameron Wenzel  
Hayden Q. Willhoite (M)  
Amber Allana Zuehl

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Jesus A. Aguayo (C)  
Marisol Amaya  
Moosai Solomon Assefa  
Caleb Barlow (M)  
Zachary A. Barnett (M)*  
Jeremy R. Blackwell  
Brian G. Bray (C)  
Jeremy Kyle Buckingham (S)  
Quoc Anh Bui  
Khanty Chanthammavong  
Bupe Chimukwe  
Cody Wade Conner  
Mark Eric Esquivel  
Bryan Justin Fipps  
Daniel Alexander Furman  
Collin Mckinley Gainey (C)  
John C. Giglio  
Santosh Raj Giri (C)  
Karinska R. Gomes  
Matthew Brian Goobeck (C)  
Chase C. Grigsby (S)  
Edgar Alejandro Guardiola  
Joseph A. Guerra  
Gibson B. Gwinn  
Thuy Tran  
Luis Daniel Herrera (C)  
Syed Muhammed Jafri  
Nathan Lee Jolly  
Johnathan Alex Kavanaugh  
Abhinav Khadgi (C)  
Nabeel Ahmed Khan  
Douglas R. King  
Aviana Michelle Knochel  
Akhil Kokkalamada  
Edward L. Langlois  
Geon Eung Lee  
Nicolas Edward Longf  
Juan M. Lopez  
Francisco J. Luevano  
Mahmoud Reza M. Vaziri (C)  
Lidushwaran Mahalingam  
Christopher Douglas Martin  
Adrian Guadalupe Martinez (S)  
Ian W. Maynard (C)  
Cody McKee (C)  
Daniel Melcher  
Juan Abraham Montano (C)  
Victoria Morales (C)  
Aaron Morris  
Daniel Joe Murray (C)  
Henry Luc Nguyen (S)  
Jose L. Paredes  
Andrew Pincney  
Luke Porter  
Nirmal Poudel  
Alex N. Preisser (S)  
Patrick John Ramirez Jr.  
McKenna Nicole Rook  
David J. Rosema  
Heather Marie Salah  
Luis Eduardo Salas Nunez (S)  
Jeremy Alan Sketion  
Michelle Tadlock (S)  
Gregory Alan Tometch (M)  
Thomas Ewing Triplett (C)  
Haley Brooke Turman (S)*  
Emma Gisela Vasquez Ordonez (M)  
Matthew Elliot Watson

College of Liberal Arts

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH

Stephanie Peebles Tavera  
M.A., UT Dallas, 2011  
B.A., UT Dallas, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Disabling Sex Education: Science, Narrative, and the Female Body in Feminist Medical Fiction, 1874-1916  
Supervising Professor: Kenneth Roemer

Alison Torres Ramos  
M.A., University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez, 2012  
B.A., University of Puerto Rico at Aguadilla, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Colonial Shame and its Effect on Puerto Rican Culture  
Supervising Professor: Timothy Morris

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN TRANSATLANTIC HISTORY

Isabelle Y. Rispier  
M.A., Paris Diderot University, 2010  
B.A., Paris Diderot University, 2007  
Dissertation Title: “Lands of the Future”? German-Speaking Colonies and Colonization in the South Atlantic

Supervising Professor: Kenyon Zimmer

Master’s Degrees

Department of Art and Art History

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Luke Cisneros  
Linh Dao  
Joshua Dryk  
Cor Andrew Fahringer  
Shadiab Fatimah Jawad

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

MASTER OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Ernesto Alaniz  
Mireya Alejandra Chavez  
Sharnice Dickey  
Kimberly Debi Ede  
Angelica Marissa Edwards  
Kelsey Camille Freeman  
Kimberly L. Moreno  
Anand Michael Ramillal  
Tina Alexandra Reyna  
Stephanie Monique Sanford

(S) Summa Cum Laude  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude

(§) Honors College  
‡McNair Scholar
Department of English
MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Jayson Elisha Carroll
Rebecca Ann Compton
Jay F. Ewald
Amanda Denise Torres

Department of History
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Michael Sean Aday
Grant David Crozier
Lynn Spalding
Wesley A. Wetengel

Department of Linguistics and TESOL
MASTER OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS
Abdulrahman Mussa L. Dallak
MASTER OF ARTS IN TESOL
Andrus E. Piazza
Grace E. Wellborn
Vincent Paul Deleon Young

Department of Modern Languages
MASTER OF ARTS IN MODERN LANGUAGES
Cindy Yorleny Abrego

Department of Music
MASTER OF MUSIC IN MUSIC
Benjamin Luke Cepeda
Andrew Thomas Clark
Joslene Ferrari
Jamar Jones
Sean Michael Kime
Cheuk Nok Francis Ku
Ashley N. Morrison
Mike Brian Nguyen
Brenner Wayne Schmitt
Chun Yin Wong

Department of Political Science
MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Kaylyn Ayana Carew
Cynthia Patricia Casales

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Howard Scott Clemens
Jason Thorstein Fanning
Jesse Taylor Kates
Amy-Kate Fortlage Reece

**Baccalaureate Degrees**

Deartment of Art and Art History

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART
Lindsey Barker (C)
Tatem Rice Barone
Steven Christopher Couch
Ujwool Devkota
Kimberly T. Gale
Suzanne Ibrahim
Amanda L. Kee (C)
Daniel E. Lopez
Gregory A. Padilla
Jazmine I. Price
Yesenia Santillan
Jessica Wester
(Second major in Psychology)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY
Jennifer M. Clarke (S)
Wesley James Salazar (M)*

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART
Wendy Rochelle Alexander
Andrea Alvarado (C)
Uzoma Justin Arrah
Crysi-Jean Bamberger (M)
Kyle C. Barnard
Sarah Elizabeth Boswell
William C. Buffin
Jose Carlo Canepa-Sosa (M)
Austin Douglas Cardenas (M)
Abigail Castillo-Hernandez (M)
Kate Choparo
Haley Ann Cox
Whirney Jean Daude (C)
Minhngoc Vo Do (C)
Melinda Annette Eash
Matthew Everett
Sean Ficht (M)
Nathaniel Roland Gauthier
Desiree Nicole Gibbs
Francisco Giles
Katarina Jennifer Givens
Mirna L. Gonzalez
Matthew Richard Grant
Hamid Hesami (C)
Kristal Nuyen Thi Hoang
Nathalie Marie Houghton (M)
Savannah Kate Hudson (C)
Usama Imran Khalid
Sonja Lambert (M)
Starlene Estella Lara (C)
Joanne Le
Olumidekan Ademijuwo Mahayoje
Edison Kao Madison
Daniel Jacob Mills
Melanie Nicole Mohler
Jasnik Moreno (M)
Aisha Rachelle Muhammad (C)
Jayne Kay Navas (C)
Monica Nguyen (M)
Rosalinda Rodriguez (C)

Jeremy David Rovny
Theresa Gale Ruzev (S)
Chad Jordan Ryals
Ashley Targonski
Thao Phuong Tran (C)
Christopher Richard Turpin
Christian Isaak Vasquez
Frances Elaine Weaver (C)
Tiara Diann Williams
Min J. Yi

Department of Communication

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (ADVERTISING)
Kyle Ansley
Ngoc Phuong Thi Dao
Lianna Danielle Deleon
Lydie Marina Dickosse Bebe (C)
(Second major in Public Relations)
Ilana Elizabeth Firebaugh
Hector Gaytan
Denisse Estelany Gonzalez (M)
Ju Young Ha
Amanda Jane Kent
Kamalea Nicole Khan
Laura Lazala
Leslie Chidimma Ndubuike
Giovanna Scaglia
(Second major in Communication Studies)
Jacqueline Tien (C)
Jonathon Alexander Trevino
Courtney Faithe Tusken
Selena Villegas
(Second major in Public Relations)
Ashanti Raidawn Williams
Lauren Zaring

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (BROADCASTING)
Nora Alameddin (S)
Ciara Anderson
Jeffrey F. Burris
Jeremie Cano
Christian Dimitri Clark
Savannah J. Cole
Bodey Jack Cooper
Delton De’Nard Dosey
Joseph Durdin
Mark Zachary Estridge
Jimmarr Romnell Felder
Kayla Michelle Francis
Javier Girisbet-vargas
Deprise R. Hunter
Tre’Shaun Jones (S)
Jesse Khumunganhi
Kun Kim
Mark Anthony Makinde
Maria Martinez
Kenny Massari
Belencia Kapree Mayheld
Bryant Nguyen (M)
Garrett Colin Phifer
Kyle Eugene Puente
Janet Ramirez
Harold Pete Rogers (M)
Morgan Brianna Rubin
Daniela Alejandro Ruiz (C)
Marco Antonio Salinas Jr.
Samantha Denise Seibold
Makayla Kapre Smith
Kevin Valencia (C)
Tyler Maurice Vestal
Brian Walker
Ashley A. Williams

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION**

(COMMUNICATION STUDIES)
Victoria Alvarez
Laura Baker
Darling Marcela Bolanos (M)
Meoshia Lashon Brown
Shakela Chambers
Amy Paige Chapman
Marlen Cristobal
Colton B. Culberhouse
Diana Ferreira
Ian E. Francis
Nadia Lee Guerra (M)
Anna Gutierrez
Kyle Anthony Haley
Briana J. Harris
Juliana Marie Jordan
Link Kahadyundi
Lyanne Mauricio
Katelin McBride
Ryan James Murphy
Robert Andrew Parker
Angelica Rios
James Theodore Ruedlinger Jr. (M)
Thor Joseph Rushing (M)
Briana Kae Sharratt
Brent Degeurin Silva
Kimberly Small
Hannah Michelle Smith (S)
Richard Vargas
Veronica Vazquez
Thomas Joseph Waddell

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION**

(COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY)
Amanda Augustine (C)*
Luke Davis
Cameron Scott Densford (C)
Jacob Forest Dickerson
Christopher Hammond
Joshua Andrew Holt
Carlos Jaime
Clayton Dar Luong
Douglas Mata (S)
Malik Mustapha
Anh Phuoc-Tuyet Nguyen (M)
Jesse P. Philip
Ali Khan Pirvany
Phelan Scott (C)
Sarah T. Tran

Ryan Scott Williams
Britney Dawn Wylie

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (JOURNALISM)**
Bre’Ana Everette Davis (M)
Destine L. Gibson (M)
(Second major in Public Relations)
Brendon James
Lane Clayton Oliver
Mychal Jacobie Ouzts
Sergio Candelario Recio
Rafael R. Sears
Alejandra Tinoco
Rebekah E. Tomlin
Runhua Yan (S)

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION**

(PUBLIC RELATIONS)
Tolu Bisola Adebimpe
Kevin Ross Birkinsha
Elsiena Centeno (C)
Tran A. Chang (M)
Tyler Alan Chumley
Kristopher A. Coca
Shelby Z. Currie
Jillian Aliza Dalton (S)
Mattrica Ariana Evans
Annie Nicole Garcia
Faith Gillis-Sharp
Elizabeth Ann Glover (M)
(Second major in Advertising)
Jacqueline Gonzalez (C)
Mariela Liset Guerrero (S)
Marisa Guzman (C)
(Second major in Communication Studies)
Megan Michelle Hare
Diana Hernandez
(Second major in Advertising)
Lezly A. Hernandez
Stephanie Hernandez
Patrick Campbell Hutcheson
Jordan Frederick Jackson
Sheliza Riaz Jinnah
Paige A. Laserna (M)
Diandra Lee Leos
Ann Liao
Cassandra Leigh Logan
Jasmine Mcdonald
Deshir Lynn Nesmith (M)*
Lamson R. Nguyen
Elise Patricia Norcross (S)
Trenten Nunez
Jeffrey Rogelio Ortega
Justin Victor Perez
Timothy Isaac Phiri
Trinidad Pineda-Reyes (C)
(Second major in Advertising)
Ashley Marie Points
Lourdes Ivonne Rocha
Adriana Rubio-Porras

Alexis Selvera (S)
Selena Sixtos
Amanda Mercedes Soria
Sarah Marie Stewart
Susan Syvong
Elizabeth Ann Thornell
Cindy Tignor (C)
Natalie Taren Weeks
Meredith Anne Wilkinson

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE**
Destiny Brienne Adams (M)*
Subarna Ahmed
Ramiza Avdic
Lorena Avelar
Jennifer Barefoot (M)
Colton B. Bell (M)
Jerry Blanco
Taylor Makenzie Brown
Norma Iris Bustos
Latrell Won Cabrags
Mariana D. Caldera (M)
Maria Camacho
Quashayla D'Shaun Carroll
Stefanie Cruz
Adam Michael Davis
Ashley Nichole Davis
Kalyne Danielle Davis
Jessica Ruby De Luna (C)
Jonathan Dale Depweg (M)
Jessica Lynn Desormeau (M)
Gabriela Lissete Duran
Alexandra Esparza
Salvador Fierro
Alexandria D. Fisher
Mallory S. Foster
Franky Fraire (M)
Adriana J. Garcia
Taylor Lubeck Garcia
Sarah O. Gbolabo
Aldrin N. Godoy
Jamie L. Gomez
Kayla Gonzalez
Miriam Guerrero
Jaqueline Guzman
Matthew Thomas Halcomb
Courtney A. Hart
Alexandria Gabriele Hernandez
Ramon Hernandez (C)
(Second major in Political Science)
Timothy T. Hoang (C)
Robert Louis Horne (C)
Fernando Jaramillo (C)
Alexis Chardé’ Jointer
Divine Martine Jones
Leonardo L. Leija (S)

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Bessie L. Lewis
Joshua Ryan Lindeman
Karina Loya (C)
Courtney Michelle Lynch
Daisha Takyndra Manning
Janice R. Martinez
Luis Martinez
Michael Martinez
Selena R. Martinez
Wendy Mata
Whitney Latoya McGee
Cassandra L. Moreno
Zuanbe Murawat
Jarod Murry (C)
Newana J. Neal
Zachary R. Nussell (M)
Yessica Lizeth Ochoa
Jesus Ollarzabal
Eduardo Perez
Melissa Ann Pimsner (S)
Lizette Ponce
Amalia B. Ramirez
Adrian L. Redmond
Hunter Lee Reid (C)
Gina Denise Saladino (S)
Almarosa Salas
Mark Scott (C)
Brianna Michelle Shelton (C)
Berenice Salazar
Alberto Torres
Aaron Trejo
Chris Trejo (M)
Jennifer Vargas
Alexander Shawn Witmer (C)
Cody Wood

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Aurora L. Aldaiz
Sandra L. Echols (M)
Bonnie Nichelle Gonzalez
Jacob Isaiah Jackson (M)
Trevor Lee Kitchens
Johnny Marquez (M)
Abigail Rivera
Aaron Michael Trujillo
Kayla Ann Wells (S)

Department of English
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Robin Lynne Allman
Jaclyn R. Alvarado
Norma Jael Ayala
Nicholas Adam Bell (S)
Jessica Browning
Clayton K. Broyles
Tristen S. Cardwell (M)†
Sarah Clayburn
Cassandra M. Cortez
Alicia Lukina Cotton (C)
Christy Blythe Courtney
Shawn M. Dally

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRITICAL LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Nathan Hardy Bickham (S)
Alyssa Anne Dequante (C)
William Erbe
Jennifer Hsu
Morgan E. Justice (S)
Nigel Arielle Larue
Gabrielle Helene Moser
Cody J. Polezcek
Holly R. Purcell
Kelsey Rose Wolf (M)
Yevgeniy Zhitovotovskiy (C)

Department of Sociology and Anthropology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Stephanie Dinh (S)
Kaitlin Fischer
Lace Johnson
Taylor N. Kizer
Fred Thomas McGee
Rolando R. Wallace
Tara Wyatt
Fatema Zakir Hussain

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC
Karen Megan Benavidez
Sarah Elizabeth Collier (M)
Michael DeBellevue (S)*
Sean Patrick Fagan
Jeremiah A. Jones
Jinyu Kim (C)
Taeyong Lee
Carolyn A. Lorenzo

Department of Theatre Arts
Marla Acevedo
Brian David Boyce
Michael Eliot Carver Simmons
Kevin Bach Dang (S)
Yancy Karina De Lao
Catherine G. Garrett (C)
Whitney Jones

Department of Philosophy and Humanities

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Jessica Munoz Alvarez
Ashya Paige Brooks
Jonathon T. Ellis
Leemon Leon Pulliam
Christopher Savage (M)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Destiny Brianne Adams (M)
Carlos A. Arroyo
Lance Christopher Bartee
Zari Brown (S)
Juliette Andrea Burgos
Cindy Melissa Canizales
Babajide Carew
Marylin Carreon (C)
James Reed David (S)
Ashley L. Doyle
Nicholas Paul Gallegos (M)
Griselda Michelle Garcia
Jacob A. Garner
Suman Gautam
Ana Maria Gonzalez
Minwoo Kim (C)²
(Second major in Journalism)
Daniel Komsoukaniants (M)
Ashley G. Lopez
Stephanie Ann Matthews
Christopher T. Nguyen (M)
Brandon Nunez
Ailey A. Ore (S)
Bhavik Vasanji Patel
Jacob Porrillo
(Second major in Spanish for Global Competence)
Christian R. Pundock
Sarah Jessica Riley (C)
Albea Isabel Romero (C)
Ernesto Saldivar
Elizabeth Sandate
Nathanael T. Summers
Claudia Villalobos
Kan Vinson
Stephen David Wilkes (C)

Department of Music

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Karen Megan Benavidez
Sarah Elizabeth Collier (M)
Michael DeBellevue (S)*
Sean Patrick Fagan
Jeremiah A. Jones
Jinyu Kim (C)
Taeyong Lee
Carolyn A. Lorenzo

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH FOR GLOBAL COMPETENCE
Miguel Argueta (S)
Blanca Aidee Barajas
Laura Estela Cabrera (M)
Soleil Alvarado Chavez
Elsa Maria Deason (C)
Brian Saul Duran Fuentes (S)
Dinora Fernandez
Jocelyn Oliva Flores (C)
Sierra Nicole Garcia
Edward Arlington Griffin
Heather Arleene Gurrola
Carla Alejandra Hernandez
Gabrielle D. Hodges
Joella C. Ibe
Maria Alejandra Leon
June E. Lopez
Yolanda Maldonado (M)
Zaynab Muhammad
Allison Janel Rodriguez (M)
Laura Rudder
Kelse Marie Scamp
Jennifer Ann Wellman
Nancy E. Zuniga

Department of Theatre Arts

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Helena Victoria Campbell
Semenesh Zeleke Cheksa
Aaron Zackary Cummings
Jasmine A. Davis
Kevin Adrain Duran (C)
Juliet Azarnooch Escobar
Kimberly Jade Eugene
Morgan Lanueva (S)
Samantha Rae Lindberg (C)
Elizabeth Mate Richey (S)
Lucila Rojas

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Marla Acevedo
Brian David Boyce
Michael Eliot Carver Simmons
Kevin Bach Dang (S)
Yancy Karina De Lao
Catherine G. Garrett (C)
Whitney Jones

(5) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  ‡McNair Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
College of Nursing and Health Innovation

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Daytral Matasha Brown
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2010
B.S.N., UT Tyler, 2007
Dissertation Title: SMS-Text to Improve Medication Compliance Among Hypertensive African-Americans
Supervising Professor: Mary Schira

Ket Elatondra Davis
M.S.N., Grambling State University, 2012
B.S.N., Grambling State University, 2004
Dissertation Title: Improving Compliance to Bipolar I Depressive Type Practice Guidelines in Outpatient Mental Health Clinicians: A Quality Improvement Project Within a Community Mental Health Setting
Supervising Professor: Sandra Laird

Sheryl Diane Davis
M.S.N., Texas A&M University–Corpus Christi, 2009
M.S., Texas A&M University–Commerce, 2003
B.S.N., Baylor University, 1990
Dissertation Title: Educational Intervention for Patients Taking Warfarin
Supervising Professor: Monee Carter-Griffin

Thuy Vu
M.S.N., SUNY Upstate Medical University, 2010
B.S., SUNY Binghamton University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Improving Adherence to Hepatitis C Screening: A Pilot Study
Supervising Professor: Montee Carter-Griffin

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NURSING

Janet Glowicz
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2011
B.S., Texas Woman’s University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Serious Infection Events Following Cesarean Section
Supervising Professor: Joy Don Baker

William Bentley Henderson
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2000
B.S., Texas Christian University, 1994
Dissertation Title: The Experience of Illness in the Daily Lives of the Chronically Homeless
Supervising Professor: Jennifer Gray

Ingrid Antonio Kindipan
M.S.N., UT Health Science Center–Houston, 2007
B.S.N., Lorna Colleges, 1989
Dissertation Title: The Role of Leader Empowering Behaviors on Work Engagement and Intent to Stay Among Staff Nurses in Acute Care Hospitals
Supervising Professor: Jennifer Gray

Robin Dianna Lockhart
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 1992
B.S.N., Midwestern State University, 1989
Dissertation Title: Predictive Relationship of Positive Lifestyle Choices with Emotional Distress of Undergraduate College Students: An Analysis of American College Health Association Data
Supervising Professor: Jennifer Gray

Kristen D. Priddy
M.S.N., UT Medical Branch–Galveston, 1995
B.S.N., Oklahoma Baptist University, 1990
Dissertation Title: Formation of Professional Identity in Pre-License Baccalaureate Nursing Students: A Grounded Theory Approach
Supervising Professor: Susan Paxley

Regina Wilder Urban
M.S.N., Texas Tech University, 2011
B.S.N., Texas Christian University, 1997
M.A., Houston Baptist University, 1991
B.S., Texas Christian University, 1989
Dissertation Title: New Graduate Nurses and Transition to Practice
Supervising Professor: Donelle Barnes

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Melanie Margaret Alexander
Caroline Elizabeth Anderson
Jennifer Sue Andrews
Farnaz Asadiifar
Rashidat Abiodun Babalola
Sarah C. Baker
Francis Prosper Basebang
Christine Berger
Jennifer Ann Bloxham
Gayle Boring
Katherine Bowser
Casey Jennifer Bradfield
Patricia Braun
Lindsey Michele Briley
Cuong The Bui
Rosa Marrie Burrous
Brenda Butler
Nicole Sherri Butler
Misty Dawn Cahoon
Vicki V. B. Cala
Rebecca Jean Calhoun
Virginia Diane Carrhel
Pamela L. Case
Heronda Shawnell Castrille
Ellen Kottas Caron
Yvonne Georgina Clarke
Elyssa A. Clay
Joshua Lee Cochran
Nadine Marie Costandine
Crystal Deanne Crawford
Hillary Lauren Crocker
Marivel Guevas
Sherry Ann Culverwell
Christy Kay Alexander Daac
Sarah Daemi
Stephen Mark Davis
Srijana Dhakal
Carrie Dawn Dillard
Jessica Lynn Carter Dobbins
Lisa Ann Dodge
Porsche AVerte Doss
Tiffani Dawn Dusang
Amanda S. Dutro
Ruth Ellen Joy Easter
Euginia Esu Eke
Jana Lynn Elliott
Melanie Domkam Fombang
Rebecca Lauren Foster
Brendy Jo Fredieu
Lauren Nicole Courtney Freeman
Porchea Brianna Freeman
Sheri Lee French
Lindsey Ann Gillespie
Rachel Lynn Giraudin
Allison Elizabeth Green
Amanda Paige Gruber
Stacey-Ann Gillian Guidry
Tambr Benson Guinn
Brittany Michelle Gyger
Alaina Knop Hale
Jessica Katherine Hall
Ameena Hassan
Shannon Lynn Havens
Patricia Suzanne Helmick
Serina Jo Hertel
Chantelle Velma Hicks
Maria Taylor Holman
Michael L. Holmes
Tawona Deshai Holmes
Kelly Marie Hopton-Jones
Penny Elaine Horrigan
Angela Suzanne Howell
Michael Chance Hulse
Jillian Fithn Human
Stacie Elaine Hunsaker
Ihuoma Kechi Ibe
Barbara Patricia Igwebuike
Uchenna Nneka Ioma
Noggy David Jaen
Stephanie Willene Jeansonne
Emily Ann Johnson
Eve Verone Johnson
Kilea Lanay Johnson
Brittany Yvette Joyner-Byrd
Randi Nicole Kalich
Wondwesen Gashaw Kebede
Joely Jannine Keen
Jessica Hensley Kerr
Wendi Layne Kimbrell
Carrie Marie King
Emmy Cheronzo Kirui
Marlows Katrina Klein
Christina Marie Kramer
David Wayne Lee Jr.
Rachel Elizabeth Lewandowski
Tyisha Jenice Livas
Linnea Nicole Lockett
Kimia Estefanla Lopez
Maribel Lopez
Amanda Belanger Luby
Debra Lee Magro
Melody A. Maldonado
Rachel Holman Mark
Daniel Joseph Martín
Amy Koshy McCarrhy
Ronni Kay McDowell
Erica Ramirez Medina
Jessica Ashley Mitchell
Christina Marie Morris
Tina Rene Morris
Abigail Eve Morse
Jennifer Danielle Murray
Bushra N Naeem
Ashakrishna Nair
Kavitha Nair
Jessica Leigh Nelson
Orianna Nibarger
Mary Wanjuru Njoroge
Christine Jane Oliver
Victoria Akorth Opare
Virginia Ann Parker
Irea Renee Pink-Williams
Tracey Yvonne Plaskett
Alissa Marie Poiras
Bhawana Pradhan
Mary Ann Amparo Primacio
Amy Elizabeth Proctor
Adam T. Pustka
Janice Elaine Quinn
Anisa Rahmetulla
Gurdeep Kaur Randhawa
Lori A. Ray
June Nicole Laureta Rees
Sherry Renee Reid
Romnee Laine Reyes
Diana G. Rhodes
Tammy Elizabeth Rodriguez
Amaree J. Roma
Thelma Annette Ruata
Lauren Michelle Runyon
Tiffany Lane Saad
Cheryl Renee Sadler
Katherine Ann Sandlin
Phyllis Elizabeth Scholl
Maria Theresa Schuch
Dorene Elaine Scott
Angela Lynn Seddlemeyer
Carol Louise Sellers
Sara K. Sellers
Sean William Shamlian
Mamta Sharma
Sharyn Birch Shepherd
Rincy Soney
Regine St. Leger
Melissa Cassandra Stephenson
Stacy Stevens
Emily Samari Stewart
Jacqueline Su-Lee Stout-Aguilar
Caitlin Noel Strackbein
Jeremiah Mark Streetman
Jennifer Rene Stuart
Kudrirat Folorunsho Sumonu
Ashley Ann Tharpe
Cierra Nicole Thomas
Angela Nicole Tierney
Mari Nell Trace
Judy Carol Upshaw
Amy Nicole Van Cleave
Adrienne Irene Villarreal
Estrella-Catherine Betita Villarreal
Lynsey Michelle Voro
Brett Ainsley Vrana
Laura Danielle Wade
Jessica Deann Weathers
J. Kristin Webb
Terisa Alberti Weinstein
Deidra Marie Williams
Ashley Marie Wilson
Renee W. Wilson
Lori Jean Woodward
Shelly Lynn Wray
Miriam Ellen Wright
Cameron R. Wyatt
April Chastity Yanez
Reena Abraham Zachariah
Sunil Abraham Zachariah
Sara Nasab Zand

Department of Kinesiology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ATHLETIC TRAINING

Hillary Deanna Avila
Steven Thomas Boyton
Elizabeth Morgan Demartini
Michael Chad Gann
Adam James Greer
Brittnee Nicole Harder
Thobias Martin Hedman
Ryan Eric Kacvinsky
Loriell Unise McHenry
Bonnie Jo Pyron
Matthew Alan Walters
Jared S. Whitmire

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Joshua Epstein
Brianne Faith McCants
Claire Elan Oliver-Dehaven
Snehal Manohar Uparkar

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Shulamite Ayen Abang
Rowena Leizel Abarientos (M)
Bonita Denise Abraham
Manoj Mani Abraham
Leander Magdaraog Abundo (C)
Lori Eliott Adams
Melinda Sue Adams
Whitney Leigh Adams
Nicole Michelle Adamson (S)
Arinuke Victoria Adebowale
Abiola A. Adegboye (C)
Moses Adekunle Ademola-Ojo
Uma D. Adhikari
Emma Aba Adju (S)
Julianna Marie Agee
Shahrzad Aghayousef
Aprilynne Arevalo Agpalo
Ogechi Irene Agu
Cristina Aguilar
Elva A. Aguilar
Elvia P. Aguilar
Fernando P. Aguilar
Jennifer M. Aguilar
Laura Aguilar
Maribeth Aguilar (M)
Michelle Lynn Aguilar
Michelle Elizabeth Ahmann (M)
Emma Karen Alanis
Jason Joe Albert
Selene A. Alcala
Zulema Alcaraz
Liliana Rocio Alcaraz
Leah Allford
Clarice Aligeti
Crystal Gail Allen (M)
Daphne Taylor Allen
Elisabeth Diane Allen
Erica Ann Allen
Kari Jane Allen (C)
Mari Omololu Alli
Kristi Kay Allison
Sheila L. Allison (M)
Kathryn Marie Almeida (C)
Kristen Summers Alpert (C)
Renooka Murlu Amiorno (M)
Crystal Leigh Ammons
Bradford James Anderson
Carrington Brittny Anderson
Dorothy Udoka Anderson
Erika Alanna Anderson
Leslie Anne Anderson (M)
Stephanie Anne Anderson
Mary E. Andreassen
Lisa M. Angel
Lussy Anthony
Jorge Aparicio
Mari Audrey Arana
Maria Cindy Diann Castillo Arce
Caleb Arguelles
Jennifer Dorina Armani
Haley Diane Armstrong
Folasade Adekunle Arowolo (C)
Ilana Jezzi Arriga
Sheri Christine Artega

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Kelli Denise Clouse
Kimberly T. Clouser
Janice E. Clutters
Stephanie M. Cochran
Lindsay Kate Coffman
Melissa Kay Coffman (M)

Amina Cole
Karilyn Anne Cole
Amanda Jane Coleman
Kara K. Collinsworth
George M. Colvin (M)
Elisabeth Janell Combs (C)
Tonya Louise Combs (M)
Kymberly Huff Conn
Tiffany Anne Conner (C)
Brianne Contreras (M)

Amy Rene Cook
Ledonna Darnette Cook
Stephanie K. Cook
Ashley Ryann Cookey
Crystal Marie Cookey
Alejandro C. Coonrod
Danielle Lemoine Cooper (M)
Kirsti Lynn Cooper
Jennifer Lynn Copeland
Danielle Lynn Cormack
Roxyana Cornejo
Martha Elena Corral (M)

Criscelle Savedra Costea (C)
Kristen Nacole Cottrell
Ryan Michelle Cottrell
Dilcia Orbelina Courtney
Janine Louise Cousineau (C)
Alisa K. Craig
Robyn Delaine Craig
Derinda Michelle Cramer
Leah Caitlin Crawford
Tinisha Ann Crenshaw
Ada Beth Croft (C)
Monika W. Crooke
Nicolle Dainese Crowder
Isabel Cristina Cruz (M)

Natasha Cruz
Starr H. Curtis
Pam Sue Dahlberg
Elizabeth Claire Dalton (M)
Heather Ashley Dane (M)
Juan Raymundo Daniel
Christine Holschlag Daniels
Monika Anderson Daplimoto

Adeyemi Christianah Daramola
Shantell L. Darling
Hope Marie Daulva
Jennifer Davalos
Tamra Gay Davenport
Lena Leann Davis (S)

Rachelle Jolynn Davis (S)
Matthew Graham Dawson
Matthew Joseph De Fazio
Christian De La Canal

Ashley Marie De La Fuente
Jessica De Leon
Chirrani Jayanthi De Silva
Kimberly Dawn Dean
LaKeisha Debose (C)
Laci Matsuoka Decker
Paige Michelle Del Castillo
Jenny Del Mundo
Christopher J. Del Rosario
Maria Jose Delacruz
Susana Alvarado Delapaz
Rene Delarosa
Elaine Deleon
Frances Deleon
James Len Demarah
Peter Lueth Deng
Tiffany Leigh Denkinger (S)
Sandra Darlene Derose (C)
Joyce Janice Dever
Toni Ann Devine
Sudesha Dey (C)
Melissa Don Dickinson
Alison K. Digennaro (C)
Carey Anne Diner
Barbara Ann Dixon
Hong Van T. Doan
Kevin Andrew Dobbs
Antonia Donoghue
Marissa Lynn Donovan (C)
Tette Kokou Donyo
Colton Ryan Dorsett
Glorymar Inez Dorta (C)
Stacy Renee Doss
Megan Christine Douglas
Jennifer Marie Dowding
Erica Jannette Dowell (M)
Angela Nicole Dowling (M)
Tia Paullette Drayton (M)
Sharika Lysette Driscoll
Ana Marie Marco Drobena
Lisa Lynn Druyor (M)
Christina Elena Duarte
Matthew Edward Dufour
Glenda Michelle Dukes
Stacey M. Dulaney
Tara Lanette Duncum
Allysa Dumlao
Stephanie Paula Dunlap
Latrisha Anne Dunn
Patrice Kay Dunn
Jayme Lashall Dunning
Kellie Phu Duong
Courtney La Brea Durham
Kayla Hayes Durham
Sarah Duvall (M)
Barbara Nicole Dye (M)
Jeanie Marie Eds
Kristen Rose Eames (M)
Jordan Irene Echols
Bronwyn Hilary Eck (C)

Stephen Owan Edafe
Cindy Lee Edwards (M)
Julie Ann Edwards
Lisa Christine Edwards
Stacey Edwards
Kristina Lynn Eicher (M)
Elizabeth Michelle Eide
Lilian Ekoma
Andrea Nicole Elkins (C)
Brittany Lauren Elliott
Philip Barret Elliott
Akilah Raanee Ellis
Tanya Lee Anne Elmas (C)
Cheryl Lynn Elmore
Bakr Khodor Elmas (C)
Kristi Lynne Enfinger (M)
Deborah Lajoyce English
Gerald Justin Enox
Mary M. Ergo
Selamawit Argaw Eshe
Anel Espinal
Nana Aba Essuman
Ketnarly Estimon
Amanda Marie Estrada-Haynie
Salvarina Lynette Etheridge
Anita Nwakuru Etumnu
Amanda Helen Evans (C)
Concheta L. Evans
Donald Ray Evans
Jessica Caroline Evans
Marsha Marie Evans
Amanda Vyuukal Everett (M)
Lana Rene’ Ewings
Edith C. Eze
Tiffany Ashlyn Fairbrother
Shelly Ribich Fairleigh
Princess Wuraola Fakunle
Nathan Andrew Falangas (S)
Justin Falcicchio
Bethena Fan
Kimberly Ann Fanning (M)
Shelly Gayle Farnsworth
Anna Maria Fabela
Jacquelynn Marie Fedewa
Alexis Felder
Elizabeth Joan Fennell
Marsi Leigh Ferris
Toni Renee Fewell
Melissa Danielle Field (S)
Sandra D. Field
Silvia Veronica Figueroa (C)
Irina Maria Filip
Esther Frances Finley
Tyisha Teresa Firstley
Courtney Hayden Fischer
Kelly A. Fischer (S)
Angela Fish (M)
Morgan Elvis Fisher (M)
Bridger Ann Fisk-Gauld
Jennifer Flores (C)

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Veronica Kei’Shun Jackson
Stephanie Elizabeth Jacob
Kimberly Michelle Jacobellis (M)
Jennifer Ann Jacobsen
Crystal Anne Janda (M)
Kali Nicole Jansehgo
Laricia Michelle Janssen (M)
Carey Joy Torres Javier
Denise Marthe Jean-Baptiste
Joy Osynette Jeffries
Sara Elizabeth Jenkins (S)
Miranda R. Jerls
Victor Manuel Jimenez (S)
Candice Nicole Johnson
Christine Sue Johnson
James Gordon Johnson
Kimberly Nicole Johnson
Lisa Elaine Johnson
Lisa Michelle Johnson (M)
Melissa Claire Johnson
Mubarak Johnson
Naomi Kay Johnson
Nicki Jean Johnson
Paiskey Andreal Johnson
Alexis Diane Johnson-Jones (M)
Alexis Chloe Jolivet
Carrie Jean Jones
Jamie Jones
Megan Nicole Jones
Robin Daues Jones
Virginia Elaine Jones (M)
Cassie Lynn Jordan
Jill Dona Jordan
Melissa Ann Jordan
Ryan Russell Jordan (C)
Savita Saini Joseph (C)
Angelica Juarez
Raymond Flores Juarez
Moriah Mshael Jubrey
Nyruhy Julien (M)
Julie Marie Junco
Amy Lynn Jurena
Carissa Gumila Jurisprudencia
Cheska Dawn Alparaque Jurisprudencia
Gilbert M. Kaberia
Sarah Melissa Kaiser
Jessica Joann Kiel
Kaylee Kalina (M)
Kathleen Kamiti
Paul Nderi Kariki (M)
Javneet Kaur-Deo
Erik James Kavanagh
Melissa Ann Kawamura
Suzanne Kay Kay
Diana M. Kazak (C)
Christin Michelle Keathley
Alison Leigh Keath
Ruth Ann Keller
Megan Eileen Kelly
Yvette Jimenez Kelly (M)
Amber Nicole Kemi (M)
Alicia Antonette Kennedy
Veronica Kenney
Norvelle Susie Kent (M)
Allison Lee Kerns (M)
Cara Kristine Keys (M)
Miesha Latora Keys
Elizabeth Z. Khan
Amina Mohamed Khatib
Semhar Ephrem Kidane
Allison Jane Kiernan
Gladys Nyogari Kilwa
Loise Kimani
Kathy R. Kimberley
Kerri Kay Kincade
Whitney Lauren King
Daevisha Renee Kinniebrew
Patricia Wambui Kioko
Eileen Kirisits
Andrea Jennette Kiser
Priscilla Yael Kissar
Janette Victoria Knight
Jordan Tyler Knight
Cynthia Lynn Knott
Minju Ko
Emily Patricia Koepfe (C)
Irene Chemistro Kolovich
Lillian Yinka Komolafe
Karen Joy Koopman
Thomas Michael Koste
Karolina A. Kowal
Christopher Joseph Kralik
Suzane Kubesh (M)
Lisa M. Kucera
Joe Lee Kue
Julie Bess Kuk
Fristanto Kurniawano (M)
Wesley Kuykendall
Brenda Kaye Lacewell
Judy San Lam
Ashley Dale Lamb
Ronald Vince Lambert
Sheila Gayle Lambert
Nirmala Lamichhane
Bobbie Jean Lane (M)
Melissa Yvonne Langer
Lindsay Catoe Langley (C)
Samantha Michelle Lansing
Anne Elizabeth Lapan
Elisabeth Eastman Larson
Kipper Lee Larham
Aziza Latoye
Mikah Lau
Joseph Richard Lavalle (M)
Heather Renee Lawler
Kimberly Paige Lawrence-Potvat (M)
Brandon Paul Lawson (S)
Brittany Ann Lawson
Rishiel Lazamana
Monica Suzanne Layhee (C)
Jessica Lynn Layton
Nathan David Le
Nguyen T. Le
Tommy Vu Anh Le
Myla Nneka LeBlanc
Mayra Alejandra Ledesma
Madeline Zarziri Ledezma
Brittany Noel Lee (S)
Dong Joo Lee
Jane E. Lee (C)
Ji Hyeon Lee
Ranieta M. Lee
Jennifer Suzanne Leger (M)
Kim You Lek (M)
Dagne Olana Lemma
Bernadette Theresa Lenning (S)
Alexandra Alicia Lewis
Jennifer Rawlinson Lewis (C)
Larna Lewis
Shaelah Ellen Lewis
Shawanna Nicole Lewis
Jennifer Cavazos Leyva
Lurdes C. Leyva
Jiangzhen Li
Lixiang Li
Natalie Elaine Linam
John M. Linares
Sandy Renay Lindsey
Katrina Kathryn Linthicum
Travis Lee Litz
Tiffany Nicole Livingston
Jessica Lee Long (S)
Sally L. Long
Anna K. Longwell
Amanda Rene Lopez (C)
Elena Garza Lopez
Jessica Nicole Lopez
Josue Lopez (M)
Linda Maria Lopez
Claudia M. Lott
Melissa Ann Lowe (C)
Kimberly Ryan Lozano
Leah Denise Lozano
Jamie Maria Luckey-Johnson
Shamika Eva Lucre-Thierry
Nathan E. Luginbuhl
Hauna Ellen Lukton (M)
Francis G. Luna
Martha Alicia Luna (C)
Jessica Devoe Lux
Hannah Ruth Luther
Kacie Beth Luttrell
Melinda B. Luu
Nancy Sylvia Macdonald (S)
Chandler Mach
Hector Cristian Maciel
Kristin Renee Macready (S)
Saira Madhani (C)
Justen Ray Madison

(S) Summa Cum Laude  "Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Lavendar Achieng Ochu
Stephen T. Oconnor
Meskack Owuor Odawo
Victoria Chizobom Ogbonna
Kelechi Nkwiru Obuehi
Staci Elizabeth Ogburn (C)
Hellen Nyamus Ogori
Erin Ogrady (C)
Omojolaade O. Ogundiya
Oluibusayo Oluwakemi Ogunyemi
Aisha Kyabwke Ogwang
Sakshi Ojha (M)
Felicitas Chioma Okwara
April Dawn Oliver
Michelle Marie Oliver (C)
Habeebat Adekemi Olowosago
Ann-Louise Olsen
Jennifer Olson
Judith A. Olson
Myra Omoikhudu Oluwasanmi-Grandeur
Judith Omoke
Shonnette Theresa Douglas Ondego (S)
Lavy Ong (C)
Uloma Onyebuchi
Sonia Onyngecha
Jennifer Christine Opheim
Jeanne M. Orbeck (S)
Katelyn Dian Orear
Angie Annette Ortiz
Farrell P. Ortiz
Kimberly Ortiz (C)
Kendra Reams (C)
Paul Michael Reardon (M)
Danielle Elise Redden
Jenni Lee Rieger
Cristy Dawn Rhodes
Staci Dianne Ribera
Andrea Richard
Caudette Cleopatra Richards
Joanne Patricia Richards
Melissa Madison Richardson
Bianca A. Riddle
Connie Darlene Riegel-Cardenas (M)
Hilda Berenice Rieger
Brooke Reyes
Kelsey Rae Riley
Sirena Lee Ristort (C)
Heather M. Ritter (C)
Marlina Christine Rivas  
Nancy Del Rosario Rivera  
Sandra Teresa Rivera  
Valerie Lorraine Rivera  
Erin Maureen Robbins (S)  
Shannon A. Roberson  
Ches Roberts  
Elizabeth Aguilar Roberts  
Natalie Janine Roberts  
Sarah Denice Roberts (C)  
Laura M. Robinson (S)  
Tawny Michelle Robinson  
Shellie Robledo (C)  
Orto Ernesto Rodas  
Amanda Nicole Roddy  
Cynthia Rodriguez  
Irina Rodriguez  
Julian Merejildo Rodriguez  
Katherine Stubbs Rodriguez  
Leslie Rodriguez (M)  
Mindi Rebecca Rodriguez  
Sarah Sydow Rodriguez  
Elisabeth Deborah Rogers  
Gayle Elaine Rogers  
Jamaal A. Rogers  
Karen Freck Rognerud  
Maria Frida Catarina Roldan (C)  
Marra I. Romero  
Lawrence Allen Roques (M)  
Jaylene Marie Rosales (M)  
Hideko Heidi Roth  
Gideon Kiplimo Rotich  
Enrique Antonio Rubio  
Devon Rucker  
Deborah Ann Ruhrde  
Sarah Lyn Runyan (C)  
Chastity Ruscitti  
Shanna Kay Rusk  
Cherri Russell (C)  
Chelsea Rae Salas  
Jessikah Lynn Salaverria  
Melisa Linet Salazar  
Janet Perez Salinas  
Kayla Renee Salinas  
Roxana Mercedes Salmeron (C)  
Rebecca M. Sam  
Jennifer Eliza Samador (M)  
Gemma Quizon Samson  
Thu Nguyet Sanadi (C)  
Alexis Sanchez  
Gabriella Michelle Sanchez  
Barbara Lynn Sanders (M)  
Kantlyn Morgan Sanders (M)  
Ruby Sandoval  
Tara Kathleen Sands (C)  
Esperanza Santos  
Marijah Saratan (C)  
Murti Abubakar Sarar  
Katherine Jean Sawyer  
Caroline A. Schade (C)  
Kerry Ann Schade  
Ron J. Schaeter  
Kelly Lauren Schafer  
Tenele Helen Scheer  
Rebekah Rose Schellenberg  
Christy Jean Schlesinger (M)  
Ashley Kate Schmidt (C)  
Katherine Wallace Schreiber  
Ekaterina Alexandra Schultz  
Nicole K. Schultz  
Stephanie Elizabeth Schuyler  
Victoria A. Scifo  
Amber Scott  
Mark William Sedlak  
Susan Anthony Seele  
Sheryl Renee Seidel  
Deborah Len Self  
Laura Ann Semon  
Katie Jo Sercy  
Elizabeth Lynn Serva (C)  
Thomas Patrick Shanahan  
Jalia Renee Sharif  
Justin Kyle Shaughnnessy  
Antoinette Marie Shaw (C)  
Katherine Lee Shedd (M)  
Jennifer L. Sheen  
Tiffani Diane Shelby  
Layuna S. Shelton  
Tanya Marie Sherbourne  
Tracee Lynn Sherlock (M)  
Priscilla Diane Sherman  
Virginia Rae Sherry  
Patricia Montalvo Sheward  
Jana Marie Shields  
Torie Jo Shimek  
Nicole H. Shin (M)  
Soo Yeon Shin  
Chelsey Lynn Shivers  
Nora Lynn Shults (C)  
Lyndsey N. Sidler (C)  
Robert Anthony Sieck  
Patricia G. Silk  
Ashley Suzanne Simonson  
Jacob Peter Simpson  
Kapildip Singh  
Sara Lucy Skowronsly  
Kori V. Slayton  
Joshua Benjamin Smaglick (S)  
April S. Smith  
Cassandra Angel Smith  
Denisha Una Smith  
Erin Michelle Smith  
Laura Lee Smith  
Lori Diane Smith  
Michele Lynn Pettit Smith (S)  
Michelle Maureen Smith  
Ricky L. Smith  
Sherice Alecia Smith  
Susan Eileen Smith  
Virginia Whitham Smith  
Donna Ann Snee (S)  
Jay Brook Sodek  
Mark Roberst Solomon  
Rose Marie Solomon  
Tonia Soper (C)  
Jessica Lizeth Sosa (C)  
Jacob Nathaniel Spalding (S)  
Ashli Rachel Spaulding  
Kayla Renee Spencer  
Toby Chaya Sperber  
Danny Ray Sperl  
Elizabeth Michelle Spooner  
Matthew Lee Spradlin (S)  
Sarah E. Spradlin (S)  
Kyle Fenton Springer  
Alyssa Danielle Sprouse  
Breezy Summer Stanley  
Joshua Dale Steel (M)  
Donna Gail Steely  
Donna Marie Stephens  
Megan Stephens  
Tina Marie Stephens  
Jeremy Scott Stevens  
Patricia Stevenson  
Anteria Simone Stewart  
Kristine Engebrighten Stewart  
Lee Ann Stewart  
Wanda M. Stewart (C)  
Bina Batini Stitt  
Tacy Stogsdill  
Christal E. Storey (C)  
Eric J. Storey (C)  
Ashley Lillian Stough (C)  
Lisa Northcott Stover (M)  
Heather Marie Stranier  
Rae Ann Straughan (S)  
Rhonda Michelle Street  
Sheri Denene Strickley  
Laurie Christine Stricklin  
Ayodale Monique Strowbridge  
Va Phan Su (M)  
Robin Jenine Suchy  
David Christopher Sudnik (M)  
Megan Elizabeth Sullivan  
Katherine Summerlin  
Ruth Elaine Summerson  
Shanell Audrey Molde Sususco (M)  
Monica Leona Sutton  
Joy Elizabeth Swacker  
Lexi Roach Swindle  
Henrietta Achick Tab  
Nina Bun Tacsuan  
Ashley Nicole Taloffa  
Anna T. Taino-Chew  
Charles Tanyi Tako  
Yinga Talla-Takusi  
Gisselle Tamayo  
Myreen Timosan Tan  
Amy Jo Tarala (S)  
April Wynette Tarum  
Angela Michelle Taylor  
Breeanna Dawn Taylor  
Gina Michelle Taylor (S)  
Stephanie Marie Taylor  
Tirra Lavette Taylor  
Joni Mepharlin Teano  
Jan Lauren Teixeira  
Michelle Nicole Tejera  
Caroline Muthoni Theuri  
Chris Leigh Thomas  
Christal Dion Thomas  
Jessica Ann Thomas  
Amanda Leigh Thompson  
April Charisse Thompson (M)  
Dormel D. Thompson
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Kelli Michelle Thompson
Deborah Thomson
Megan Jo Thornton
Samantha Lauren Tijerina
April Renee Tiller (M)
Christina Ann Tindel
Champagne Tinree
Shana Beth Tipton (S)
Jessi Dean Todd (M)
Tammy A. Toft
Kristen Rochelle Tolbert
Sean R. Tooley
David John Torres (C)
Ashley Ann Torrey
Deanne Beth Tortorici (C)
Heidi Ellen Tossell (M)
Megliza D. Touchette (M)
Tracy D. Towles
Rachel Marie Townley (M)
Lisa Grunewald Townsend
Chi Thi Truc Tran
Cindy T. Tran (M)
Thao Thu Tran (C)
Vi Thuy Tran
Victoria Stephanie Tran (C)
Jewel Monique Trancoso (C)
Tiffany Mari Treadwell
Edith Trevino
Oscar Antonio Trevino (C)
Aggie Lauren Trimble
Cynthia Dianne Trimble
Angelina Trinidad
Jordan Lane Truby (M)
Linda Corinne Truesdell (S)
Lien Thi Truong (M)
Cindy Cam-Phuc Truong Tran
Hester H. Tse
Susan Elizabeth Tisch
Tamesha Nashae Tucker
Candice Ranee Turner
Chinere Augusta Turner
Darinisha S. Turner (C)
Maurice Everton Turner (C)
Sharon B. Turner (C)
Dmitry Tverskoy
Zari Ester Grace Tyler-Lewis
Karlethia Lachelle Tyson
Lyka Angela Ubay (C)
Chika Kingsley Uleh
Belynda Uzoma Umeh
Nicole Claudine Ussery
Robert Lee Valentiich
Adrianna Nicole Valle
Rita Marie Van Allen
Zachary Lester Vander Haar
Nou Yang (S)
Alane Louise VanHouten (M)
Kendrahnn Sue Ann Vardaman (M)
Angelica Vasquez
Hannah Marie Vickers
Cassandra Maria Villa (M)
Michael Villa
Raquel Villa
Amelia Rose Villanueva (C)
Mariela Villareal
Veronica Vizcaino
Kathy An Vo
Alyssa Ann Voels
Amber Sue Vogt
Krisy M. Wade (M)
Catherine Sue Wagers (C)
Courtney Leigh Wagner
Jennifer Michelle Wagner (M)
Sandra Annette Wagner
Lu Ann Wahl
David James Wainwright
Anne Wairimu
Faith Wamaiitha Waithira
Michelle Lynn Walden
Amy M. Walker
Carly Renee Walker (M)
Ellen Jaroszewski Walker
Jayne Lynn Walker
Darnisha Danielle Wallace
Tashoy Madreka Wallace (C)
Tammy Kaye Walker
Chelsey Rhea Walls
Jason Lee Walters
Adrienne Dee-Oliver Waples
Brandon Chace Warman
Holly Lauren Warner (S)
Michelle Lynn Warner
James Allen Waters (C)
Amber Leigh Watson (M)
Carrie P. Watson
Tiffany Suzann Watson (M)
Hannah E. Watters
Karen Lea Warrants (S)
Mercy Waweru (M)
Chelsea M. Weaver
Britney Kay Webster (M)*
Allison Kinder Weertman
Abbigail Hannah Weiler
Lauren Elizabeth Weir (M)
James Robert Wellborn
Janet Patricia Wells (S)
Sheila Marie Wesell (S)
Audra L. Westbrook (S)
Katherine G. Westerheide
Ashlee Nicole Western
Nicoie Renee Westfall (M)
David Win Wheeler
Kaylan Whipple
Ashley Nicole White (C)
Marshall Zane White
Mary A. Whie
Virginia Marguerite White (C)
Megan Marie Whiting
Jessica A. Wightman
Amy A. Wilcox (M)

Kristen Oldenburg Wilder
Justin Robert Wilkerson
Somer Jean Wilkerson
Dixie Dawn Willard (M)
Carmen Michelle Williams
Kristin Elaine Williams
Lara Brooke Williams (M)
Leslie Marie Williams (C)
Matthew Williams (S)
Julie Day Willis
Melissa Michelle Willis (S)
Angela M. Willis
Alexandra C. Wilson (S)
Chloe Mae Wilson (C)
Felicia Marie Wilson
Jamie Heinschel Wilson
Latosha L. Wilson (M)
Laurie Meichell Wilson
Traci Samantha Wilson
Ramona Shanta Watson (C)
Heather Marie Wimbish
Myr Sandar Win
Steven J. Winston
Tammy Wolfhope
Amber Marie Womack
Doo Hee Won
Kelly Wong
Sarah Wood (C)
Brigid F. Wood-Batarse
Kimberly Renee Woodliff
Ashley Lauren Woodruff
Candice Nichole Woods
Katrina Ann Woods
Tammie Rachel Woolsey
Chelsea Dian Wright
Tamartha Karlene Yager
Entisar M. Yahya (M)
Amaka N. Yakubu
Rebecca Bhunica Yamraj
Herrdolni Ambrosio Yap
Heather Marie York
Dallas Young
Greer Larkin Young
Johnny Young
Kimberly Simone Young
Victoria Ann Yruegas
Theodora Zacharopoulos
Claudia M. Zak
Iris Nicole Zaldana
Gina Feliz Zamora
Meagan Damacia Zamora
Jesenia Acosta Zapata (C)
Jami Nicole Zaragoza (C)
Celeste Marie Zbirowsky
Yorince Zemedou (C)
Andrea Lynn Zietlow (C)
David C. Zima (C)
Jajvira Sawatzky Zinkan
Christina Marie Zuniga

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Cheryl Kay Abellanoza
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.A., Chicago School of Professional Psychology, 2012
B.S., Texas Christian University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Rewind-Remind: Investigating How Gamification of Memory Tasks Can Influence Associative Memory Performance in Healthy, Older Adults
Supervising Professor: Robert Gatchel

Jubilee Joy Dickson
M.A., Midwestern State University, 2010
B.S., Southwestern Assemblies of God University, 2007
Dissertation Title: What Did You Just Say? Defining and Measuring Political Correctness
Supervising Professor: Jared Kenworthy

Heather E. Graham
M.S., UT Arlington, 2009
B.A., Austin College, 2002
Dissertation Title: Who is the Fairest of Them All: The Development and Validation of the Just Leader Measure
Supervising Professor: Angela Liegey-Dougall

Maria Elizabeth Guarneri-White
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.A., UT Arlington, 2004
Dissertation Title: Making a Bad Situation Worse: Co-Rumination and Peer Victimization in Two Adolescent Samples
Supervising Professor: Lauri Jensen-Campbell

Rebecca L. Robinson
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Individual Differences in Influenceability and Anti-Influenceability
Supervising Professor: William Ickes

Audrey K. Snowden
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S., Texas Wesleyan University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Induced Emotions on Shoot Decisions
Supervising Professor: Daniel S. Levine

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS
Hassan Abd Salman Al-Dujaly
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.S., University of Baghdad, 2008
B.S., University of Baghdad, 2001
Dissertation Title: Weighted Upwinding Compact Scheme for Shock Capturing
Supervising Professor: Chaoqun Liu

Afshan Boodhwani
M.S., Tarleton State University, 2012
B.S., University of Toronto, 2005
Dissertation Title: Nonparametric Adaptive Distribution-Free Procedure for Crossover Design with Repeated Measures
Supervising Professor: Shan Sun Mitchell

Robert C. Campbell
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Characterizing College Algebra Students’ Mathematical Problem Solving
Supervising Professor: James A. Mendoza Epperson

Basanti Sharma Poudyal
M.S., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S., Tribhuvan University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Existence of Exact Zero Divisors and Totally Reflexive Modules in Artinian Rings
Supervising Professor: David Jorgensen

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS AND APPLIED PHYSICS
Shafaq Amdani Moten
M.S., Northern Illinois University, 2007
B.S., UT Arlington, 2002
Dissertation Title: Theoretical Investigation of the Bulk and Surface Properties of Protactine and DopDuo2
Supervising Professor: Muhammad N. Huda

Andrew Corey Schenck
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
B.S., Oklahoma City University, 2010
Dissertation Title: A Chandra Study of Supernova Remnants in the Large and Small Magellanic Cloud
Supervising Professor: Sangwook Park

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Cheryl Kay Abellanoza
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.A., Chicago School of Professional Psychology, 2012
B.S., Texas Christian University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Rewind-Remind: Investigating How Gamification of Memory Tasks Can Influence Associative Memory Performance in Healthy, Older Adults
Supervising Professor: Robert Gatchel

Jubilee Joy Dickson
M.A., Midwestern State University, 2010
B.S., Southwestern Assemblies of God University, 2007
Dissertation Title: What Did You Just Say? Defining and Measuring Political Correctness
Supervising Professor: Jared Kenworthy

Heather E. Graham
M.S., UT Arlington, 2009
B.A., Austin College, 2002
Dissertation Title: Who is the Fairest of Them All: The Development and Validation of the Just Leader Measure
Supervising Professor: Angela Liegey-Dougall

Maria Elizabeth Guarneri-White
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.A., UT Arlington, 2004
Dissertation Title: Making a Bad Situation Worse: Co-Rumination and Peer Victimization in Two Adolescent Samples
Supervising Professor: Lauri Jensen-Campbell

Rebecca L. Robinson
M.S., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Individual Differences in Influenceability and Anti-Influenceability
Supervising Professor: William Ickes

Audrey K. Snowden
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S., Texas Wesleyan University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Induced Emotions on Shoot Decisions
Supervising Professor: Daniel S. Levine

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS
Hassan Abd Salman Al-Dujaly
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.S., University of Baghdad, 2008
B.S., University of Baghdad, 2001
Dissertation Title: Weighted Upwinding Compact Scheme for Shock Capturing
Supervising Professor: Chaoqun Liu

Afshan Boodhwani
M.S., Tarleton State University, 2012
B.S., University of Toronto, 2005
Dissertation Title: Nonparametric Adaptive Distribution-Free Procedure for Crossover Design with Repeated Measures
Supervising Professor: Shan Sun Mitchell

Robert C. Campbell
M.S., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Characterizing College Algebra Students’ Mathematical Problem Solving
Supervising Professor: James A. Mendoza Epperson

Basanti Sharma Poudyal
M.S., UT Arlington, 2012
B.S., Tribhuvan University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Existence of Exact Zero Divisors and Totally Reflexive Modules in Artinian Rings
Supervising Professor: David Jorgensen

Department of Mathematics
MASTER OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS
Hillary Jane Peters
David Michael Tillotson
Pakorn Uthiminano

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Sita Charkrit
Joe Coreas
Huda Amer Hadi
Mohammad Javad Latifjebelli
Francis Mastrome
Maryam Moghimi
Charles J.M. Nortage
Duy Vu Phan
An Thien Vu
Hongbo Yu
Md Mondal Hasan Zahid

Department of Physics
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Noura Dawas M Alkhaldi
Suzanne Shuda

Department of Psychology
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Adrian Abellanoza
Kelsey Marguerite Garcia-Lepiz
Reagan Elizabeth Girardot
Danielle Elizabeth Gontarz
Michael B. Hudson
Cameron Andrew Hunt
Alejandra Longoria
Christa Brianne Mason
Zachary J. Roberts
Zachary Cole Warman
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Biology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY
Monserratt Aguinaga
Beatriz E. Amezquita
Roomina Babadinemati
Monica Green Bailey
Tevin J. Brousard
Lauren Brumbaugh
Alexandra Michelle Christenson
Kirstin Paige Edgar
Ana Laura Estrada (S)
Lori M. Gibson
Joshua Alan Gideon (M)
Billy Shane Jenkins
Turner Ann Journey (C)
April Anne Kohutek
Elxy Alexa Martinez
Emmanuel Melendez
Brittany Lee Newman
Cecilia Yvette Ruiz
Miti Rupani
Humani Singh
Jelani Thompson (C)
Kyle A. Thrush

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Paul Acrey
Kareem B. Adda (S)
Mahmoud Ahmad (C)
Jessica A. Allen
Nkechi C. Amadi
Bryan Robert Anderson
Proshi Anika
Ogbeyalu Kelechi Anya
Claudia Artega
Cory Blake Aurhement (M)
Christine Ihuoma Azubuike
Vctor Elias Bayona
Peter Alexander Bidet
Chau Thanh Bui
Morganna R. Burroughs
David M. Caero
Vanessa Castanon
Richard Raleigh Caudill
Claudia Chan
Daniel Prasad Chandy (C)
Megan Chou
Dan C. Chu (S)
Carmen Linda Cruz
Lizbeth Guellar
(Second major in Chemistry)
Alice Laura Dacic (C)
Mary T. Dang (S)
Thuy-Duong Thi Dang
Nafi Dewan
Timothy Q. Dinh (S)
Lan Do
Lyssa Dorsey
Yvette Marie Dorval (C)
Fresenai Arasro Duguma
Richard Jonathan Duh
Cameron M. Emadi
Haley Fangman
Samira Murad Fazli (C)
Erik Fragoso
Sarah Abena Frimpomaa
Farhana A. Ganchi (M)
Arselle Nguelebek Gandeu (S)
Luis H. Garcia
Priscilla Glenn (S)*
Claudia Ivette Gonzalez Huapilla
Yeong Gyu Hahn
Lindsay Nicole Hall (C)
Shayma Hammad
Hayden Shin Han (S)
Sophronny Thiem He
Fernando Hernandez
Jonathon Michael Hilz
Danh C. Hoang
Eric Lee Holliday (C)
Destini Evette Hunt
Trung Viet Huynh (S)
Jennifer Omone Inotomoh (M)
Melissa D. Johnnids (S)
Danyel L. Jones
Damilola Aedamolot Ketiku
Faisal Khowaja (C)
Michael Erik Kinney
James B. Korsedal
Dat Tan Lam (M)
Nohl Olivar Lamela
Sanober Lateef (M)
Jennifer Xuan Le (M)
Yen K. Le
Julie Lee
Raven Lafaye Lewis
Tiffanie Liang
Eric Thiago Lombardi-Lopes
Nou E. Louzon (S)
Daniel Luis (S)
Ashley Marie Lutz (M)*
Darci Kay Martin
Jeeten Atul Masters
Isabella A. Matuk (M)
Kleber Silva Mauricio
Eunice Mbungkah
Mercedes Mccutchens
Rainah Erikia McIntyre (C)
Stephen Howard McReynolds
Kelechukwa Tiffany Megwa
Raj Pradhiphili Mehra (M)
Jocelyn Mejia
Alexia Vianej Mendez
Sarah Merchant
Abdikaraif I. Mohamed
Amanda Lisette Mongalo (M)
Omid Montazami
Joshua David Moron (M)
Cynthia Maye Munoz
Hebah Naeem
Matthew Gabriel Neveuz (M)
Erik Phuc-Yuan Ng (M)
Yik Hong Ng (M)
David D. Nguyen (C)
Hau C. Nguyen (C)
Jimmy Nguyen (C)
John An Hoai Nguyen (S)

Kristie M. Nguyen (C)
Loan Tuyet Nguyen
Luat-Zachary Tan Nguyen (S)
Martin N. Nguyen
Michael The Huy Nguyen
Ngbia T. Nguyen (C)
Peter T. Nguyen
Quyen Nguyen (C)
Thien Duc Nguyen
Toan Minh Nguyen (C)
Trung Tan Nguyen (S)
Victoria M. Nguyen (C)
Vu Xuan Nguyen (M)
Eucharchristy Ngozioka Okafor
Lemuel Okojie
George Ray Olguin
Norma Cecilia Olmos
Anasinti I. Onyedebele
Matthew G. Orosa (M)
Clarissa Nokpopoko Osagie
Brendon Osakwe
Kaied Louay Osman (S)
Janel Patek
Mayuri Patel
Patrick Patel (C)
Kenny Khang Pham (C)
Ngoc Thi Pham
Nicholas Q. Pham (C)
Nha Thanh Phan (C)
Hien T. Phuong
Janac Pinckney
Amanda E. Plein (M)*
Ailen Pucko
Justin Lathlawn Puia (C)
Jasmin Rahesh (S)
Jocelyn Ramos Esquina
Henna S. Raza (S)
Christa Lariya Reese
Julia Reyes (C)
Eric Roberts
Jesus A. Romo
Daniela Santillian Bernal (M)
Andrew William Savells
Taylor Joseph Seibold
Zaid I. Shah (C)
Eyad Z. Shihabeddin (S)*
Nadine Z. Shihabeddin (S)*
Soni Koirala Shrestha
Karishma D. Shroff
Marelize Snyman (M)*
Esther Tamayo
Daniel A. Tassin
Linda Maah Teboh
Fidel Tenorio
Betty J. Thomas
Raven Chanelle Thomas
Jovany Tirado
Karina Torres (C)
Carolina Torres Herrera
Andrew Dunglac Tran
Jacqueline Marie Tran (S)
Julie A. Tran
Kathy Kim Tran (M)
Michelle Lynn Tran
Phuong Tran (M)
Tram Anh Tran
Vincent Minh Tran
Johnny H. Trinh
Michael Iennna Ugwulebo
Sefanie Uwah (S)
Nicholas S. Van Haasen (C)
(Second major in Psychology)
Andrea Maria Vasquez
Leslie Mary Vazquez
Gavin Verdier (M)
Anh Hoang Tuan Vo (M)
Tiffany N. Vo
Daisy Vu
Trevor Rey Williams (S)
Monika Youssef (C)
Cassandra Zeno
Yevgeniy Zhivotovskiy (C)
Hua Zong

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Sarah E. MacDonnell (M)
Rita Thapa

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY
Aniqua Mir Ali
(Second major in Biology)
Christien A. Carter
Tanner Blake Harry (C)
Katie N. Kang
Maryam Khan (S)
Christina W. Koo (S)*
Ingmar Mendoza
Lisa R. Mueller (M)*
Sameera Muqueet (S)*
Barret L. Niemeyer
(Second major in Biology)
Mason Edward Perry
Janie Pineckney
Heather Rivera (M)
Eyad Z. Shihabeddin (S)
Nadine Z. Shihabeddin (S)
Gustavo Torres-Ramirez
Kieu Pham Whitlecker (C)
Yevgeniy Zhivotovskiy (C)

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CHEMISTRY
Isabella Gonzalez (M)
Jason Koffeman
Sara Lueckenhoff (M)
Grace Pak
Elia F. Ramos
Sha’Lyra Monce Warren

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
Ogechi Anyanwu
Joseph Balaban (S)
Jennifer Keyston Dala Pena (C)
Augustine Eder Ekpo
Radhikay Himawan (S)
Pardeep Kaur
Tam Thi Thu Nguyen
Trung Hieu Pham
Ana D. Rodriguez
Daisy Vu
Yen-Hsiang Wang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY
Kyle Alexander Cox
Jared Enriquez (S)
Jimmy Nguyen (M)
Sarah Reyes
Kyle Robert Roget
Yu-Sheng Sung
Thanh Thy Thuy Vuong

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GEOLOGY
Anthony Michael Bird

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCE
Christina Leon
Michael Lee States

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY
Kimberly Coddington
Lindsay Ann England
Marco Flores
Edilberto Hernandez
Corey Allen Marshall
Evan Scott McCann (C)
Andrew Mitchell Plymale
Laquinn Maurice Robb
Daniel Roberts
Achyut Sanke (C)
Dylan Tissue
Kiet Pham Vo
Emily K. Williams

Department of Mathematics

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS
John Reagan Abernethy (C)
Amit Adhikari (S)
Akrum S. Ajlouni
Trenton Albano (S)
Kyle Bray (S)
Elizabeth Ann Crow (C)
James Issac Curry
Ryan J. Dean
Michael DeBellevue (S)*
Kouakou S. Deky
Presley Craig Gore (S)
Esa A. Hervert Hernaldez (C)
Vi Thi Thanh Huynh (M)
Rawan Joudhe (M)
Susan Jeproo Kemboi (S)*
Jacky Chen Hao Kuo (M)
Daniel Sang Le (C)
Quynh Nhu Phuong Le
Thao Phuong Le
Ashim Maharjan (M)
Stormy P. Mitchell
Ethan Xuang Nguyen (C)
Khoa Hoang Nguyen (C)
David Pierce
Anna Prather (M)
Peizhi Zhu

Department of Physics

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
James Issac Curry
Derrick Craig Edwards
Nicholas Carter Hergenrother
Robert Douglas Mathews
Jeanette Miller (C)
Sarah Y. Moorman (S)
Andrew Joel Myers
Ibrahim Saha (M)
Jordan Allen Sangalli
Paul Thongkham

Department of Psychology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Kristen N. Alcaraz
Oreoluwa Folashade Alli
Ayah N. Al-Qasem
Alyssa Benavidez
NiRisha Brackens
Nocona Breen
Mariana D. Caldera (M)
Elizabeth Carol Cooper
Natalie N. Cortez
Valeria De La Cruz
Thuy Tien N. Duong
Nicole Ferguson
Alejandro M. Fierrez
Karla Rangel Garcia
Karen Kay Garrett (C)
Nancy Michelle Garza

(S) Summa Cum Laude  "Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  McNair Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
School of Social Work

Doctoral Degrees

DoctoR OF PHILoSoPhy

IN SOCIAL WORK

Jacqueline Renna Burse
M.S.W., Wayne State University, 2012
M.S., Ferris State University, 2001
B.S.W., Ferris State University, 2000
Dissertation Title: A Retrospective Exploration of the Factors Affecting Domestic Violence Survivorship Among a Sample of Older African-American Women: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
Supervising Professors: Noelle Fields, Debra Woody

Rosalind M. Evans
M.S.W., University of Oklahoma, 2013
B.A., University of Oklahoma, 2012
Dissertation Title: A Whole New World: Exploring Coming Out Experiences of International Students in the U.S.
Supervising Professor: Anne Nordberg

Brandi Jean Felderhoff
M.S.W., Texas A&M University–Commerce, 2010
B.S.W., University of North Texas, 2008
Dissertation Title: Spirituality and Socio-Economic Determinants of Caregiver Burden
Supervising Professor: Vijayan Pillai

Alicia Christine Hawley-Bernardez
M.S.S.W., UT Arlington, 2010
B.S.W., Texas Christian University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Leaving an Abusive Relationship: An Exploratory Study of the Stages of Change Survivors of IPV Experience in Transitional Housing and Emergency Shelter
Supervising Professor: Diane Mitschke

Don Kelly
M.C.J., Tarleton State University, 2017
M.S.W., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S.W., New Mexico State University, 2013
Dissertation Title: The Best Approach for Reducing Violence in Schools (BARVS): A Paradigm Shift
Supervising Professor: Mike Killian

Heather L. Peterson
M.S.S.W., UT Arlington, 2012
B.A., UT Arlington, 2009
Dissertation Title: Incidence of Suicidality and Seclusion and Restraint in Inpatient Psychiatric Care for People with Schizophrenia
Supervising Professor: Alexa Smith-Osborne

Erika Ruiz
M.S.S.W., UT Arlington, 2009
B.S.W., UT Arlington, 2007
Dissertation Title: Latinos with Diabetes: How Do Social, Psychological, and Cultural Factors Affect Health Outcomes?
Supervising Professor: Regina T. Praetorius
Donna L. Schuman  
M.S.W., UT Austin, 2008  
M.Ed., University of Maryland—College Park, 1993  
B.A., University of Maryland—University College, 1993  
Dissertation Title: *Military-Related Posttraumatic Emotional Numbing: A Three-Article Dissertation*  
Supervising Professor: John Bricout

Olga Verbovaya  
M.S.W., University of Oklahoma, 2009  
B.S.W., Togliatti State University of Service, 2006  
Dissertation Title: *Adoption Dissolution from the Perspective of Adoptive Parents from the U.S. Who Adopted Internationally*  
Supervising Professor: Rebecca Hegar

**Master’s Degrees**

**MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK**  
Marion Shaw Acedo  
Yewande Teresa Adelana  
Uche Nancy Agham  
Carolyn Renee Aikens  
Kimberlee Anne Ales  
Claire Margaret Allen  
Lauren Chandler Allford  
Kristie Apodaca  
Alysia M. Arauco  
Romulo Armendariz  
Calandra Sherrionne Bailey  
Lydia Joy Bailiff  
Brian Keith Beauchamp  
Brenda Maria Beltran  
Katherine Elizabeth Bendel  
Allaina Brackenridge  
Windell Brackenridge  
Kirsten Ashlee Bratton  
Maria Irene Briceno  
Anne Marie Brim  
Christopher Kadeem Broadnax  
Daphne Jaguar Brownell  
Jennifer Renee Brown  
Brittany A. Butler  
Tiffany Camargo  
Anayeli Campos Dionicio  
Nina Marie Cardenas  
Zandra Carroll  
Tonya Renee Chamberlain  
Christian Elizabeth Chapman  
Carressa Shaday Cherry  
Erin Chapman Clack  
Nakkia Nicole Clark  
Betty Ann Coleman  
Latasha M. Coleman-Fairley  
Jessica Ashley Corn  
Sydney Renee Cousins  
Jillian Rebecca Crompton  
Ashley Shanae Dabbs  
Nicoe Alyssa DaCosta  
Charlotte Elisabeth Demby  
Allisa Elizabeth Dia  
Fatime Diabate  
Jennifer Lynn Drysdale  
Allison Michelle Etchison  
Kanei Cherease Fennell  
Sonia Patricia Fraide  
Alta Alejo Franke  
Jessica Yesenia Gamboa  
Kathryn Anita Garay  
Nirika Gill  
Jennifer Marie Gonzalez  
StaceyAnn Albertha Graham  
William Shannon Griffin  
Kenia Ryczka Guilloy  
Melissa M. Hall  
Taylor Nicole Halsey  
Talya Jozette Hammond  
Megan L. Harman  
Rachel Quanyann Harper  
Desiree Ranetta Hartman  
Conedra Marquie Hayes  
Vanessa Guadalupe Hernandez-Ontiveros  
Kimeeka Chazz Holmes  
Alicia Mulvaney Hooper  
Lian Alyssa Horenblas  
Charles Horenstein  
Kamesha Kreshonna Howell  
Ann M. Hunt  
Cortney A. James  
Juaneta Latrice Johnson  
Scarlett B. Johnson  
Sheree Shane Johnson  
Nandiah Ayana Jones  
Quinccallen Jacovion Jones  
Allison Lynette Kelley  
Paul Grant Kingsley II  
Christina Angelina LaCivita  
Megan Elizabeth Lawson  
Monica Lechuga  
Giselle Jalissa Carmille Lewis  
Veronica Lopez  
Bethany Morgan Luttrell  
Cleondria Sylvon Marable  
Angelica Guadalupe Marroquin  
Kristen Sonya Martinez  
Rocio Martinez  
Nerlyne Maseko  
Iris Deon McCoy  
Christina Daniele McDonald  
Trisha Ann McDonald  
Lindella Lenise McIntosh  
Haley Aline Miller  
Tara Jackson Mitchell  
Michael Jerome Noye  
Rebecca Louise O’Connell  
Natasha Sheree Palmer  
Karín Virginia Paschal  
Robin K. Payne  
Amberly Rochelle Prykhodko  
Janeth Ramirez  
María G. Ramirez  
Moriah G. Ramos  
Christina N. Redeaux  
Jamie Lynn Reiter  
Stacey Daonne Reynolds  
Austin Gerald Rhinehardt  
Catherine Fay Rice  
Spring Alexandria Robbins  
Debra Lynn Rogers  
Megan Lyn Rouh  
Mallory Nicole Scott  
Angelica Sierra  
Esther Simental  
Jason R. Simmons  
Garienne Stiggers  
Jolinda D. Street  
Charley Ann Taggart  
Hannah Lauren Talley  
Darlene Tapia  
Amy Elizabeth Thachet  
Dauneeusha Lashawn Thomas  
Vickie Torres  
Andrea Turco  
Christopher Eugene Vaxter  
Marissa Steen Wallace  
Gretchen Louise Ward  
Stephanie N. Ward  
Jasmine Raquel Webb  
Jeffrey Randall Wheeler  
Diamond Charmin White  
Kelle Creecy White  
Takeisha Williams  
Khadija I. Wilson  
Porschea Monique Wilson

**Baccalaureate Degrees**

**BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK**  
Lynn A. Adidas  
Rosemary Elo Agbebakun (C)  
Jocelyn Almanza (C)  
Clarisa Anzaldua (C)  
Claudia Arbelaez  
Brenda Arreguin (C)  
Heba Jawhar Asi  
Donglack Elvis Arafack (M)  
Etzel Kimberly Averhart  
Irene Avina (S)  
Teresa Balderas  
Taylor Lee Bonta  
Arianna Nicole Bouligny (C)  
Gina Lynn Bouwens  
Tiffany M. Castillo  
Nissi Christi-Ann Chapinduka  
Ashley Chirayil (S)  
Anna Lucille Clark (M)  
Amy Leigh Cooper (M)
University College

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Theresa Lynn Alexander
Kerry Vinson Allen
Tanya Marie Baker
Shelby Jo Bounds
Everett M. Carew
Erick Jose Colon
Brady R. Cox (C)
Lydia Danielle Delagarza
Laura I. Deluna
Mabel Figueroa
Leydie Stephanie Franco
Alexandra Jo Gambrell
Seth G. Henry
Sharon Kay Huckaby (C)
Natalie Marie Jellad
Christina D. Johnson (M)
Jalen Jones
Jaric Jones
Mary Le
Angelica Denis Martinez
Elio E. Mendez-Gonzalez
Lezette Montion
Jacob Wade Moreland
Adam Lee Morphew
Stephanie Jane Nash
Daniel R. Oliver
Orlene Ann Parris
Janet Ramirez
Alfredo D. Rosado
Pamela Ruiz
Ambreeasha S. Thomas
Ambria N. Tisdell
Colton Neil Turner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Victoria Adriana Martinez
Brittany N. Robbins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN UNIVERSITY STUDIES
Patricia Jo Alcorn (M)
Michael Alexander Aldape
Lauren Elizabeth Aldrich
Nathan Amanuel
David Lee Anthony
Andre Archie
Nastacia Sharea Arnold
Irene Arriaga
Demetrius Devonte Arnold
Joseph Robert Barnett
Megan Elizabeth Bates
Leah Cadia Bernard
Zachary Joseph Brennan
Mark A. Briones
Aaron Chance Brown
Timothy W. Brown
Victoria Andrea Buenacamino
Maria Guadalupe Bushong

Johnetta Maria Cooper (C)
Erma Dailey
Pamela M. Damian (C)
Sanetra Sascha Davis
Stacey Mershay Davis
Jannie Delgado
Kimberly Devoz
Taylor L. Dudley
Amber Charwun Ellis
Tina I. Emale
Mary Elizabeth Flores
Heather Fowler
Alma Gallardo
Coral Mirella Gallegos
Janett Gallegos (M)
Danira Brizaide Garcia (S)
Hector Garcia
Elizabeth Gonzales
Jahaira Gonzalez
Dana Growe
Natasha Renée Hardin (C)
Caitlin Meschelle Heitz
Andrea M. Hill
Natalie B. Howell
Sherry Jo Jennings
Kimetria Jakassia Jones (C)
Nijmeh Joudeh (M)
Lisa Elaine Lindsey
Marie L. Luong (S)
Ashleigh Zoe Mains
Nina Desiree Martinez
Dominique Maturino
Arely G. Medina (S)
Shane Elliott Miller
Megan P. Monroe
Rachael Elizabeth Moore (M)
Monica Mora (S)
Krystal Mariah Morin
Meda B. Mwamba
Mayra Alejandra Navarrete (M)
Ashley N. Newcomb
Sarah Joy Nichols (S)
Aisha Øjha (M)
Deborah Olu-Ilseanmi (C)
Amber H. Pointer (C)
Roxana Raymundo
Meghan R. Reid
Karina Rodriguez
Lauren M. Rodriguez
Karina Jocelyn Rosales (S)
Samantha Nichol Roybal
Natalie Christine Russell (S)
Alma Delia Salas (M)
Ashlin S. Samuel
Angelica Ivonne Sandoval
Elizabeth Courtney Smithson (M)
Jessica Suzanne Srober
Grace Sykes (S)
Treanna Nichette Taylor (M)
Adrian Thompson
Sarai Torres
Joetta Nikolle Vaxter (M)
Vanna Sirilak Vongchareun
Cydney Shanee Waters (C)
Mckenzie C. Weirether
Derrick Russell Wiggam (S)
Heather Lauren Wilson
Arthur Wimberly
Samantha Lashell Winn (S)
Dylan Scott Wood (C)
Marycruz Zapara (S)
Dorian Cano
Ivonne Canterbury
Patsy Carrizalez
Jaelyn Marie Cerna
Breck Ann Clark
Courtney Nicole Colborn
Edwin Contreras
Courtney Shaniece Cook
Bratina Sharece Cruse (C)
Elizabeth Ann Cullum
Samantha A. Cumberland
Andrew Ashley Davis
Magali L. Delgado
Jesse Andrew Detienne
Trina Dixson
Olu Oluseyi Diyaolu
Sara Fletcher Eaves
Kathryn Elizabeth Ehlers (C)
Mariel A. Elizondo
Jasmine Lashun Ervin
Senay Abraham Ferow
Koman M. Fotana
Kristyn Alyse Franklin
Cody Ray Fuller
Cy Forrest Gabriel
Cristian Gallegos
M Celeste Garrett
Robert Adam Garza
Allyson T. Gerhart
Windy Ann Grisch
Mario Agustin Gonzalez
Brenda Gonzalez
Sydney Alexis Greene
Lorena Guzman
Dennis Brian Hall
Stephon D. Hall
Michelle Hammond
Vernlinicia Harris
Kyle John Hartline
Samantha Harvey
Faiza Hassan
Elycia Marie Henry
Zechariah Joshua Hephzibah Moore
Christina Victoria Hernandez
Jose Alberto Hernandez
Reginald Jamael Hinson
Amberli Rachel Hoover
LaToya Shawne Huntley
William Jaramillo
Robert Edmund Jeffries
Charles Wesley Jenkins
Ssatir Charnelle Jones
Jason M. Jung
Bipin Karki
Alexandra J. Kennedy
Cindy Kha
Lee-Young Kim
Lily Paulina Knowles
Selene Landeros
David William Landrum

Lauren G. Larue
Joseph Robert Laster
Bridget Ann Ledesma (M)
Austin Mearthur Lee
Stephanie Dawn Lemons
Gary Lewis
Sheliah Denae Lindsey
Jackelyn Francine Lopez
Tuyet Kim Luu
Jessica Diana Majano
Marissa Mares (S)
Xavier E. Marquez
Sekora Martinez
Eric Misael Mata
Sarah G. Mathes
Joseph Ray McDonald
Charnise Emonic McGriff
Alex-ann Melton
Juana I. Mendoza
Coraima Yarisa Mercado
Marlo Meza
Marisol Mier
Breanna Moncada
Claudia Mondragon
Christina Reyenne Moore
Tara Lauren Moore
Nikal Melse Morgan
Brooke Elizabeth Murphy
James Patrick Neal
Brittrni E. Nelson
Amber Sedalia Nobles
Charlotte Chernal Nolan
Adam Robert Nolley
MarSHA D. Nunn
Jaime Olivo Jr.
Mariza Olmos
Marga Ortega
Rosemary O. Osoundu
Jack Damone Overstreet
Kyle Lewis Owens
Joy D. Parker
Monika Parlov
D’Andrea Payne
Bryana Rayne Peoples
Julius Jerome Perkins
Johnny Phan
Franklin Junior Pierre
Michael Tyler Pineda (C)
Melody Anne Pinell
Stephane Latece Pluett
Pedro Rosas Ponce
Desiree M. Pondt
Faith Gregory Pope
Marisa Zuniga Portillo
Juan C. Posada
Fariha M. Rahman
Elizabeth Raymundo
Fariha M. Rahman
Jocelyn J. Sarmiento
Jasmine Saucedo
Kyle Gregory Shaffer
Alvin B. Shepherd
Carita Marie Smith
Jessica A. Smith
Robert T. Snawder
Tiffany Snow
Juan J. Soza
Elisha Theresa Spiech
Slone Everett Starkey
Elaine Snider Stuard
Courtney Leigh Struckeman
Chandler R. Sullivan
Ronnie Cordell Tapp
Alissa Nichole Turner
Bianca Nicole Tatum
Marissa L. Towns
Tanya Lafawm Tressler
Desiree C. Usher
Princey K. Varghese
Stephanie Velazquez Monroy
Eliset Concepcion Velez
Christopher N. Ward
Kirk Laroam Washington Jr. (C)
James Dominic Williams
Keith Williams
Devin Michael Wilson
Collin Anthony Woods
Jeffrey D. Wright
Valentino Yazzie
Estela G. Zetino

(S) Summa Cum Laude  "Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

Commencement Ceremony’ 45
Commencement Mace

The mace, a symbolic staff of high office, is often a traditional element in academic processions. The University of Texas at Arlington’s mace, designed and created in 2007 by Texas State Artist and Professor David Keens with the assistance of Metal Art Adjunct Professor Fred Miller, is distinctly non-traditional. The UTA mace is an undulating, artistic design of metal and glass that reflects the traditional symbols of academia in a dynamic and contemporary way. Almost completely made of clear glass, it is only upon closer observation that the University’s colors are seen in glass below the round, etched-metal University seal. Surrounding the seal is a contemporary wreath design in transparent glass symbolizing the pursuit of higher education. Below the seal, wreath, and colored glass is a forged metal contemporary nest. Below the nest is a transition into the past with etched transparent glass depictions of the institution’s past names: what Keens calls an ethereal space of time past. All of these sections rest on a long, swirled-glass, undulating tendril, reflecting the linear flow of time. It is a tangible image of history, prestige, formality, creativity, innovation, and the uniqueness of UTA.

Each academic unit designates a commencement marshal who will carry the mace at the head of the processional, symbolizing the official nature of the event. When the processional reaches the platform, the mace will be placed at the right of the podium as a visual reminder of the history of this traditional academic ceremony. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the marshal will retrieve the mace from its holder and carry it at the head of the recessional. Following today’s ceremony, the mace will be displayed in the Office of the President until the next commencement.

The Academic Colors

Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs ............... Peacock Blue
Arts and Letters ...........................................White
Business Administration ................................. Drab
Education ................................................... Light Blue
Engineering ............................................... Orange
Nursing and Health Innovation ......................... Sage
Science ...................................................... Yellow
Social Work ............................................... Citron
University College ................................. Orange, Blue, and White

Academic Dress

The tradition of the academic costume apparently began during the 12th or 13th century in early European universities. At that time, the clergy composed the majority of the educated class, so academic dress is an adaptation of the cape or mantle—usually made of silk or wool—worn by church dignitaries in religious processions.

Through the years, great diversity in color and in style of cap, gown, and hood developed. In 1896, the colleges and universities in the United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. Today, the black gown, hood, and mortar board worn by the graduates in most institutions follow this code. Most universities do not use the hood for those graduates receiving bachelor’s degrees.

While it is not apparent to the casual observer, the gowns worn by the recipients of the various degrees vary somewhat in design. The sleeves of the gowns worn by the baccalaureate candidates are long and pointed, while the sleeves of the gowns worn by the master’s degree recipients are square at one end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown has flowing sleeves with three bars of velvet and a facing of velvet on the front of the gown.

Colors used on the hoods serve as identification for the degree. The hood of the doctoral candidate differs in design from that of the master’s as it has side panels and is slightly longer. The velvet border of the hood indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels.

The oxford cap, usually referred to as a mortar board, is black and has a long tassel that is fastened by a button on the top. The tassel is usually worn over the left of the cap. The color of the tassel on the cap indicates the degree.
Alma Mater

Composed by George B. Chave

Lyrics by Mary Von Zuben, Iva Nell Bennett

Dear School we love, You are our Alma Mater, And through the years, Our faith we shall proclaim. We are each one, A loyal son or daughter, Our song of praise, Shall glorify your name. Dear School we love, Forever Arlington forever Arlington.
“AS YOU LEAVE THESE HALLOWED HALLS, REMEMBER THAT AS MAVERICKS WE STRIVE FOR WHAT OTHERS MAY CONSIDER IMPOSSIBLE. SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND REACH FOR THE STARS. NEVER BE SCARED OF STRETCHING BEYOND YOUR BOUNDS—YOUR ABILITIES ARE CONSTRAINED ONLY BY THE LIMITS YOU SET FOR YOURSELF.”

—UTA President Vistasp M. Karbhari